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Abstract
Analysis of lower limb movement to determine the effect
of manipulating the appearance of stairs to improve safety:
a linked series of laboratory-based, repeated measures studies
David B Elliott,1* Richard J Foster,1 David Whitaker,1 Andrew J Scally2
and John G Buckley3
1Bradford School of Optometry and Vision Science, University of Bradford, Bradford, UK
2School of Allied Health Professions and Sport, Faculty of Health Studies, University of Bradford,
Bradford, UK
3Division of Medical Engineering, School of Engineering, University of Bradford, Bradford, UK
*Corresponding author d.elliott1@bradford.ac.uk
Background: Falls on stairs are a common and dangerous problem for older people. This series of studies
evaluated whether or not selected changes to the appearance of stairs could make them safer for older
people to negotiate.
Objectives: To determine the effect of (1) a step edge highlighter and its position and (2) an optimised
horizontal–vertical (H–V) visual illusion placed on a step riser on gait safety during stair descent and ascent.
Design: A series of studies using a repeated measures, laboratory-based design, investigating gait control
and safety in independently mobile older people.
Setting: The University of Bradford Vision and Mobility Laboratory.
Participants: Fit and healthy older people aged 60 years of age or more, independently mobile,
reasonably active and with normal healthy eyes and corrected vision.
Interventions: A step edge highlighter in a variety of offsets from the stair edge and an optimised H–V visual
illusion placed on the stair riser. The H–V illusion was provided on a staircase by horizontal step edge
highlighters on the tread edges and vertical stripes on the step risers.
Main outcome measures: Gait parameters that are important for safe stepping in ascent and descent,
particularly toe clearance during stair ascent and heel clearance during stair descent.
Results: The step edge highlighter increased the precision of heel clearance during stepping and its
positioning relative to the tread edge determined the extent of heel clearance over the tread edge.
Positioning the highlighter away from the tread edge, as is not uncommonly provided by friction strips,
decreased heel clearance significantly and led to greater heel scuffs. Although psychophysics experiments
suggested that higher spatial frequencies of the H–V illusion might provide greater toe clearance on stair
ascent, gait trials showed similar increased toe clearances for all spatial frequencies. When a 12 cycle per
step spatial frequency H–V illusion was used, toe clearance increases of approximately 1 cm (17.5%)
occurred without any accompanying changes in other important gait parameters or stability measures.
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Conclusions: High-contrast tread edge highlighters present on steps and stairs and positioned flush with
the edge of the tread or as near to this as possible should improve stair descent safety in older people. A
H–V illusion positioned on the riser of a raised surface/walkway (e.g. kerbs) and/or the top and/or bottom
of a stairway is likely to increase foot clearance over the associated step/stair edge, and appears not to
lead to any decrement in postural stability. Thus, their use is likely to reduce trip risk and hence improve
stair ascent safety. The effect of the step and stair modifications should be assessed in older people with
visual impairment. The only other remaining assessment that could be made would be to assess fall
prevalence on steps and stairs, perhaps in public buildings, with and without these modifications.
Funding: The National Institute for Health Research Public Health Research programme.
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Glossary
Abutting Edge highlighter flush with leading edge of stair tread.
Away1 Edge highlighter placed 1 cm from leading edge of stair tread.
Away3 Edge highlighter placed 3 cm from leading edge of stair tread.
Going The horizontal part of a stairway that is stepped on.
Heel scuff Accidental contact between the heel and tread edge/going or riser during stair descent.
Nosing A shield that covers both the front-edge portion of a tread and top portion of the step riser.
Observer Participant in psychophysics experiment.
Plain No edge highlighter present.
Riser The vertical portion between each tread on the stair.
Walkway Single-level raised surface.
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NIHR National Institute for Health
Research
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Plain English summary
We investigated whether or not modifications to the appearance of steps and stairs could help makethem safer for older people to negotiate. We found that adding a high-contrast, 5.5-cm highlighter
along the step/stair edge improved stepping safety when going downstairs by reducing the number of very
low heel clearances and heel scuffs. We also found that the position of edge highlighters was important
and that they are best positioned along the tread edge rather than set 1–3 cm back.
A safety precaution that can be used by older people when going up stairs is to lift their foot up higher
to avoid tripping. We found that a version of the horizontal–vertical (H–V) illusion, where a horizontal strip
on the tread edge, plus a series of vertical stripes on the step/stair riser, is used (the simplest version of
the illusion is a letter ‘T’ that has the same size horizontal and vertical limbs; the vertical limb of the ‘T’
looks bigger than the horizontal) increased foot clearance significantly, without causing any safety/balance
concerns. This suggests that using this H–V illusion may be a useful modification to raised walkways
(e.g. kerbs) and/or the first and last steps of stairways to help avoid trips and falls when negotiating walkways
or walking up stairs. In future work, the effect of the modifications should be assessed in older people
with visual impairment, and an assessment of falls rate on stairways with and without the edge highlighter
and the H–V illusion would need to be performed.
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Scientific summary
Background
Falls are very common in elderly people, with at least one-third of those over 65 years of age falling at least
once a year, and half of those aged 80+ years falling at least once per year. They are a major cause of
morbidity and mortality, with about one-quarter of falls leading to injury and falls being the leading cause of
accidental death in elderly people. Falls on steps and stairs are particularly common in those with visual
impairment, as vision plays a major part in successful gait over stairs, particularly on the first and last steps of
a staircase.
Objectives
In this series of laboratory-based studies, we investigated whether or not modifications to the appearance of
steps and stairs could help make them safer for older people to negotiate. Descending steps is particularly
dangerous for elderly people, and we assessed the usefulness of a step edge highlighter in providing safer gait
during stair descent. As it is not uncommon for ‘edge’ highlighters to be positioned away from the step edge,
we also assessed the effect of the position of a step edge highlighter relative to the step edge.
A safety precaution that has been used when vision is impaired during stair ascent is to increase foot
clearance to avoid tripping. In another series of experiments, we investigated the usefulness of several
versions of the horizontal–vertical (H–V) illusion to make the perceived appearance of steps look taller so
that participants might increase foot clearance of the step edge to provide safer stair negotiation.
Methods
A series of studies using a repeated measures, laboratory-based design, investigating gait control and
safety in independently mobile older people. We determined gait parameters that are important for safe
stepping in stair ascent and descent, measured using three-dimensional lower limb segmental kinematic
data, particularly toe clearance during stair ascent and heel clearance during stair descent. We assessed the
effect on these gait measures of a tread edge highlighter in a variety of offsets from the stair edge during
step descent.
In experiment 1, 16 fit and healthy older participants [mean age 71 years, standard deviation (SD) 7 years]
descended a three-step stairway under four conditions: (1) a plain surface; (2) with 5.5-cm-wide,
high-contrast edge highlighters abutting the length of the step edges; (3) with 5.5-cm-wide, high-contrast
edge highlighters set back 1 cm from the step edge (away1); or (4) with the edge highlighter set back
3 cm from the step edge (away3).
In experiment 2, eight young adults (mean age 24 years, SD 4 years) wearing a simulation of visual
impairment due to cataract descended the three-step stairway under the same conditions as described above.
In experiment 3, 15 fit and healthy older participants (mean age 70 years, SD 7 years) descended from
either a 16.5-cm raised surface (similar to a kerb) or a 19.5-cm raised surface (similar to stepping down
from a bus or train) under the same four conditions of edge highlighter.
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We also attempted to provide safer stair ascent using a H–V illusion on the step riser and tread to make
the steps look taller and to make the participants lift their feet slightly higher than normal. The horizontal
line(s) component of the illusion was placed on the step tread and the vertical lines component was placed
on the step riser.
Experiment 4 included two psychophysical experiments in which an image of the three-step stairway was
produced on a computer screen and several versions of the illusion were superimposed onto the image
so as to assess the optimum parameters for the illusion affect. Seven participants, with a mean age of
37 years (SD 14 years), made judgements about the perceived height of the staircase steps, as the
frequency of vertical black and white lines (this also altered their relative thickness) was varied on the step
riser (4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 cycles of black and white stripes per step; the horizontal line was either a
5.5-cm-wide or an 11-cm-wide stripe abutting the tread edge). In a second psychophysical experiment,
four participants (aged 24, 28, 52 and 55 years) made judgements about the perceived height of the
staircase steps as the horizontal line width and position were varied (line absent; 5.5-cm-wide line abutting
the edge; 11-cm-wide line abutting the edge or 5.5-cm-wide line placed 5.5 cm away from the step edge)
and the vertical line component was standardised at 16 cycles per step.
In experiment 5, 11 fit and healthy older participants (mean age 70 years, SD 7 years) were asked to
ascend a 16.5-cm raised surface similar to a kerb under five different conditions in which the appearance
of the surface was varied to include a plain surface, a surface with a 5.5-cm edge highlighter on the
tread edge or a surface with one of three versions of a H–V illusion (in all three cases this included a horizontal
line consisting of a 5.5-cm edge highlighter on the tread edge; in addition, the step riser included vertical
stripes of a periodicity of 4, 12 or 20 cycles per step).
In experiment 6, 14 fit and healthy older participants (mean age 69 years, SD 7 years) ascended a three-step
stairway under four conditions: with just a step edge highlighter of 5.5-cm width along the tread edge of each
step; or with an optimised H–V visual illusion (5.5-cm-wide, horizontal, high-contrast lines abutting the tread
edge plus vertical lines of a periodicity of 12 cycles per step on the step riser) on (1) the bottom or first
stairway step, (2) the top or last stairway step and (3) both the top and bottom stairway steps.
The main outcome measures were horizontal heel clearance during descent and vertical toe clearance
during ascent (of the raised surface or stairway). Heel and toe clearances < 5mm were also considered,
as were heel scuffs and toe hits/catches.
Results
In experiment 1, there was a significant effect of highlighter condition on horizontal heel clearance
(p< 0.001) over the initial step edge, with clearance values smaller for away3 than for plain, abutting
or away1 (post hoc; all p-values < 0.002).
In experiment 2, there was a significant effect of highlighter condition on horizontal heel clearance over
the initial step edge (p= 0.002), with clearance values being smaller for away3 compared with abutting
(post hoc; p-value= 0.001). There was a significant effect of highlighter condition on horizontal heel
clearance within-subject variability (p= 0.003), which was increased in the plain condition compared with
abutting (p= 0.022), away1 (p= 0.024) or away3 (p= 0.003). Horizontal heel clearances were < 5mm in
8% (plain), 10% (away3), 3% (away1) and 0% (abutting) of cases, and heel scuffs occurred in 15% (plain),
10% (away3), 5% (away1) and 2.5% (abutting) of cases.
In experiment 3, there was a significant effect of highlighter condition on horizontal heel clearance (p< 0.001),
which was smaller for away3 than for plain (p< 0.001), abutting (p< 0.001) or away1 (p< 0.001).
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In the psychophysical experiments (experiments 4a and 4b), all observers showed significant overestimations
of the true height of the staircase step (19 cm) and, for all but one observer, the magnitude of this
overestimation increased with spatial frequency (i.e. the H–V effect was greater as the periodic black and
white gratings became thinner). Several of the observers were veridical in height judgement at the lowest
spatial frequency (they judged the height of the step correctly when the black and white gratings were
relatively thick), but overestimation of height increased rapidly with spatial frequency (as the gratings
became more frequent and thinner). The magnitude of this illusory percept was substantial, with
overestimations approaching 25% for some observers. The width of the nosing appeared to have little
effect. The most significant overestimation of riser height (up to 20%) occurred for the abutting nosing
condition, although the absence of a nosing or the presence of a gap between step edge and the nosing
reduced (but did not eliminate) the illusion.
In experiment 5, vertical toe clearance was significantly increased by the H–V illusions (p< 0.0001).
There was an increase in vertical toe clearance for each H–V illusion in comparison to plain and abutting
(post hoc; p< 0.0007 and p< 0.004 respectively). There were no statistically significant differences
between each H–V illusion, (p> 0.05), although between-subject variability was slightly reduced for the
12 cycles per step spatial frequency illusion (SD 1.9 cm) in comparison with the four cycles per step spatial
frequency illusion (SD 2.5 cm) and the 20 cycles per step spatial frequency illusion (SD 2.4 cm).
In experiment 6, vertical toe clearances varied with the four different appearances of the staircase steps
over the bottom (p< 0.0001) and top steps (p< 0.0001) but were the same for the middle step (p= 0.71).
For the bottom step, vertical toe clearance was increased when the illusion was placed on the bottom step
only (p< 0.0001) or on both the top and bottom step (p-value < 0.0001), but was similar to the plain
control (p= 0.063) when on the top step only. For the top step, vertical toe clearance was increased when
the illusion was placed on the top step only (p< 0.0001) or on both the top and bottom step (p< 0.0001),
but was similar to the plain control (p= 0.92) when on the bottom step only.
Conclusions
We found that the position of the edge highlighter was important and that highlighters set 3 cm back, as
is not uncommon when friction strips are used on stairways, increased the number of very low heel clearances
(< 5mm) and heel scuffs. We also found that with simulated visual impairment, adding a high-contrast,
5.5-cm highlighter along the tread edge reduced the number of very low heel clearances (< 5mm) and heel
scuffs. The results suggest that using a 5.5-cm, high-contrast, horizontal tread edge highlighter may be a
useful modification to help avoid heel scuffs and falls during stair descent. The results also highlight the
importance of the edge highlighter’s location, which should be abutting or very close to the tread edge.
Building recommendations suggest that a tread edge highlighter can be positioned ‘near’ to the tread edge.
This seems too open to interpretation, and within 1 cm seems preferable.
Experiments 1–5 determined the optimum parameters for the H–V illusion used in experiment 6: a
horizontal, 5.5-cm, high-contrast strip abutting the tread edge (used in stair descent as a tread edge
highlighter) plus a series of vertical stripes of spatial frequency of 12 cycles per step. In experiment 6,
these were added to the bottom and top step of a three-step stairway, as most falls on stairs occur on the
first and last steps. The optimised illusion was found to increase vertical toe clearance significantly, without
causing an increase in variability and/or a change in balance or stability when negotiating the stairway.
The results also suggest that using this optimised H–V illusion superimposed onto steps/stair risers may be
a useful modification on a raised walkway (e.g. kerbs) and/or the first and last steps of stairways to help
avoid trips and falls during walkway/stair ascent.
Although the results of these studies are very encouraging, to determine whether or not the illusions
actually prevent falls on stairs, an assessment of falls rate on stairways with and without the edge
highlighter and the H–V illusion would need to be performed.
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As falls are multifactorial and interventions therefore need to be multifactorial, other vision-related
interventions should be considered:
1. Although it has been shown that providing distance single-vision spectacles to active long-term multifocal
wearers for outdoor use reduces fall rate, compliance with this intervention was poor and a low addition
multifocal lens could provide a useful option. This would probably provide much better vision for safe
gait and stair negotiation, but still provide sufficiently good short-term reading when outdoors to
improve compliance.
2. A randomised controlled trial (RCT) hypothesising that improved refractive correction would reduce
falls surprisingly found the opposite result: large changes in refractive correction actually increased falls.
It has been suggested that this was attributable to relatively large changes in refractive correction
causing adaptation problems for older people. This study led to suggestions that clinicians should be
conservative in their prescribing and only make relatively small changes in refractive correction. Work
is needed to determine whether or not partial correction of large changes in refractive correction
improve falls rates, and a RCT to assess such an approach seems the obvious next step.
Funding
Funding for this study was provided by the Public Health Research programme of the National Institute
for Health Research.
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Chapter 1 Falls and stair negotiation in older
people and their relationship with vision
The prevalence and morbidity of falls
Falls are a common and very serious problem for older adults, with approximately one-third of
community-dwelling, healthy adults aged 65 years and over falling at least once per year, and with up to half
of these people experiencing multiple falls.1 Annual falls rates increase to about 50% in people aged 85 years
and over. Approximately 25% of falls result in an injury ranging from minor bruising to hip fracture.1 Hip
fractures are a particularly severe consequence of falling, with the 1-year mortality rate following hip fracture
being about 25%.2 In addition, 80% of surveyed older women suggested that they would rather be dead
than experience the loss of independence and quality of life that results from a hip fracture and subsequent
admission to a nursing home.3 Falls and hip fractures are mentioned as a contributing factor in 40%
of admissions to long-term nursing and residential home care.4 Furthermore, even non-injurious falls have
significant consequences, as they can lead to a fear of falling, which, in turn, results in a self-imposed
restriction of functional activity, decreased mobility and independence, social isolation, deteriorating health,
depression and reduced quality of life.5 Incidences of falling in older people have been consistently linked to
problems with step or stair negotiation.6–8 In the UK, approximately 290,000 people are seriously injured and
over 500 people die every year as a result of a fall on steps or stairs.7 Injuries are particularly associated with
descending stairs, with associated injuries being about three times more frequent than stair ascent injuries.6
As Templer8 dramatically phrased it: ‘To fall down stairs is not only to fall off a cliff, but to fall on rocks below,
for the nosing of steps presents a succession of sharp edges’.
The multifactorial nature of falls
Falls in older people are not random, chance events or ‘accidents’ but, rather, are typically multifactorial
events with risk factors that include increasing age, female sex, lower-limb disabilities, impaired muscle
strength, hypotension, stroke, arthritis, diabetes, cognitive impairment, Parkinson’s disease, visual
impairment, sedative use, polypharmacy (taking more than four prescription medications per day) and a
history of falls.4,9 The greater the number of risk factors, the more likely it is that a fall will occur, with
about an 8% falls rate with no risk factors and then a 15–20% increased risk for each additional risk
factor, up to 78% for four or more risk factors.9 The most common causes of fall-related injuries in older
adults are trips, slips and stumbles (57%; from 2001–3 US data), with 27% being attributable to loss of
balance, dizziness, fainting or a seizure.10
Visual input to balance control and mobility
Balance (or postural) control is the ability to keep the body’s centre of mass above the base of support,
with inputs from the visual, vestibular and somatosensory systems being integrated centrally and
instructions sent to the motor system to maintain balance. Visual input is important for both standing and
dynamic balance, with optical flow providing information about anteroposterior body sway (standing)11
and heading and speed control (when walking). In addition, eye movements provide information about
lateral body sway and/or lateral head movements (because lateral movement of the retinal image is
automatically corrected by the vestibuloocular reflex moving the eyes in the opposite direction to the
head and at the same speed).11 Vision plays a bigger part in postural control when input from the
somatosensory and/or vestibular systems is disrupted.12,13 Given the importance of both central and
peripheral vision plus eye movements to the control of balance, it is not surprising that balance control
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has been shown to be poorer with reductions in central vision, such as those caused by refractive error,
cataract and age-related macular degeneration; with reduced visual field, such as that caused by glaucoma
and retinitis pigmentosa; and with a variety of eye movement disorders.12–17
Vision is also used to adapt gait to enable safe travel though the environment, avoiding obstacles and
negotiating steps and stairs.18 Typically, vision is used to scan the travel pathway for obstacles and changes
in terrain, with greater amounts of visual sampling used as the task becomes more challenging.19 This is
a feed-forward or planning system and is typically used to scan one to two steps ahead20,21 with the
information being kept in short-term visual memory. In addition, an online ‘fine tuning’ of gait is provided
by exproprioception information (position of the lower limbs relative to the environment) from the
peripheral visual system21,22 and, particularly, the lower peripheral visual field.20,22
Visual impairment and falls
Most epidemiological studies have shown that visual impairment, typically defined as binocular visual
acuity worse than a Snellen score of 6/12 or 6/18 [0.30 or 0.50 logarithm of the minimum angle of
resolution (logMAR)], is a significant and independent risk factor for falls, with an odds ratio of about
2.5.23 This association may be even higher given the variability that is introduced by the dependence of
visual acuity scores on spectacle wear. For example, visual acuity in older people will be significantly
reduced if spectacles are not worn or the wrong spectacles are worn (e.g. reading spectacles worn when
walking about24); however, most epidemiological studies do not determine whether or not the participants
were wearing spectacles at the time of their fall. Conversely, visual acuity can be significantly improved
with updated spectacles and cataract surgery, yet there is typically no determination of whether spectacles
have been updated or cataract surgery performed during most epidemiological falls studies. Such changes
would reduce any link between visual acuity and falls if it occurs after initial measurements and before a
fall in a prospective study or after a fall but before vision measurements in a retrospective study. Finally,
changes in visual acuity may be more associated with falls than the actual level of visual acuity,25 and other
aspects of vision (such as visual field assessments,26,27 contrast sensitivity and stereoacuity28) are likely to
be more important risk factors than visual acuity for falls.
Clinical studies have shown that people who fall or needed hip fracture surgery have particularly poor
vision. Studies have found the prevalence of visual impairment (either binocular visual acuity of 6/1229 or
6/1830,31) in older fallers attending accident and emergency (A&E) clinics to be 59%29 and 76%30 and in
older people who had undergone hip fracture surgery to be 46%.31 Using estimates of older people’s
A&E attendances owing to falls in 1999, Scuffham and colleagues32 estimated that these falls cost the UK
government approximately £981M annually. In another publication, these authors suggested that £128M
was directly attributable to falls occurring as a result of visual impairment.33 Given the increased admission
rate for falls in recent years, these data are very likely to be an underestimate of the actual financial cost.
The role of vision in stairs negotiation
Typically with central vision loss, there are minimal changes seen in simple walking tasks, but caution-based
movement strategies are used when task difficulty is increased and there is a greater chance of falling.34 Vision
is known to have a major role in successful stair and steps negotiation,6,8,35,36 and, hence, stairs and kerbs are
the most common environmental hazard associated with a fall in older people with visual impairment (30% of
all hazard-related falls).37 Locating the first step edge position may be particularly problematic for older adults
when lighting levels are low and/or the stair covering is patterned and/or if their vision is blurred because of
visual impairment or because of viewing through part of a corrective lens used for reading.6,8,35,36,38,39 In
addition to good contrast sensitivity and visual acuity, good stereoacuity may also be important to determine
accurately the first step edge position. For example, improvements in stereoacuity due to cataract surgery have
been found to be correlated with the change in lead-limb toe clearance when negotiating an obstacle.40
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When stepping down from a raised block with blurred vision, step execution time increased, knee flexion
and ankle plantar flexion increased, vertical stiffness decreased and the amount of body weight being
supported by the contralateral leg increased.41 These findings suggest that, under conditions of blurred vision,
participants are more cautious and attempted to ‘feel’ their way to the floor rather than ‘drop’ onto it. This
may be an adaptation to increase the kinaesthetic information from the lower limb to make up for the
unreliable or incomplete visual information.41 When stepping onto a raised block, blurred vision as a result of
a cataract simulation has been shown to lead to a threefold safety-driven adaptation. First, to increase dynamic
stability, horizontal movements of the body’s centre of mass are reduced to ensure that it is kept well within
the limits of the base of support. Second, vertical toe clearance is increased to reduce the risk of tripping.38,42
Third, participants slow their forward movement, which is seen as a strategy to increase the likelihood of
recovering balance should a trip occur. However, these adaptations are not straightforward. For example,
although the increase in stepping time with blurred vision for both stepping up and down appears to be safety
driven, it also means that the duration of single support time (the time during which the person is supported
by only one limb as the other limb is swung over the step edge), which is the most dangerous period of the
gait cycle, is increased. This can lead to decreases in medial–lateral stability during single-limb support,
particularly with larger steps and when stepping down.43 This may help to explain why sideways falls on stairs
are common in older adults, particularly with higher step heights. A sideways fall will increase the likelihood
of a hip fracture. Further discussion of the role of vision in stair negotiation is provided in Chapters 2
(stair descent) and 3 (stair ascent).
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Chapter 2 Influence of a tread edge highlighter
and its position on gait control and safety
Introduction
Vision is known to play a major part in successful stair negotiation,6,8 in terms of the initial visual scan to check
for: objects on the stairs, the regularity of step size and shape, other people, possibly choices of route and the
position and height of the first step.8 Looking at the first step is very important in successful negotiation of stair
descent44 and fixations are aimed at step tread edges.45 However, fixation of every step tread edge is not
required,45 presumably because of information from the somatosensory system; when the lead foot is first
placed on the first step tread and the trail foot remains on the stair landing, somatosensory information about
the position of the feet/limbs provides additional information about the height of the step. Further information
about the anteroposterior position of the step edge could also be provided by somatosensory information about
forefoot overhang. During stair descent, foot clearances become progressively smaller,35,36 presumably from the
combination of occasional central vision fixations, peripheral vision exproprioceptive input and somatosensory
information providing increasingly accurate assessments of the step riser and tread dimensions (plus the
underlying assumption that all step dimensions are the same or similar size).6,8 This strategy of progressively
reducing foot clearances conserves energy and is important given that negotiating stairs is tiring work,
particularly for older people.6
Vision is particularly important on the first step(s) and the last few bottom steps of a flight of stairs when a
transition to a floor surface is required.6 Fall-related accidents in older adults are three times more likely to occur
during stair descent than stair ascent,6,8 with a higher incidence occurring on either the top three or bottom
three stairs, when vision is increasingly relied on.6,8 Reduced heel clearances, greater clearance variability over
the stair edge and misjudgements in foot placement when descending surface-level changes or flights of stairs
are factors that are reported to increase the falls risk35,36 In addition, clearance over steps and surface-height
changes becomes even more variable when wearing bifocal or varifocal spectacles,39,46 which are the most
common types of everyday spectacles worn by older people. Accident and epidemiological studies have shown
that these multifocal lenses double the risk of falling in older adults, particularly on stairs and steps.24,47
Building standards for stairs
British Standards for stair construction have existed since 1944 and the current code of practice is
incorporated in British Standard 5395-1, which was updated in 2010.48 This provides guidelines for the
construction of stairs in terms of the riser, going, pitch, headroom and handrails, and it is likely that
improved stair design has improved stair safety.7 In addition, various approved documents in UK Building
Regulations pertain to stair design, including approved documents K,49 M50 and B.51 Several
recommendations have been made regarding improving safety on stairs to reduce the number of falls,
particularly in the USA,44 but the majority of them are not evidence based and, importantly, little attention
has been paid to whether or not these general guidelines are optimal for the older stair user.6 Because of
the important role of vision in the successful negotiation of stairs (see Chapter 1), several recommended
safety modifications44 have included changes to the appearance of stairs. These include making the tread
surface a uniform colour and adding a single-contrast strip that is 2.5–3.8 cm (1–1.5 inches) wide and
mounted flush with the surface and placed close to the edge of the step44 or that it is 5.0–7.5 cm wide
with 30% luminance contrast and not set back more than 1.5 cm from the nosing (Australian Standard
1428);52 and a guideline for stair nosings (in this case, referring to a shield that covers the edge of a
step or stair tread) to be 5.5 cm wide on both tread and riser with a luminance contrast of at least 30%
compared with the rest of the step (UK Building Regulations).50 Slip-resistant strips (friction strips) are
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also commonly used on the tread surface; these increase the friction between the foot and stair and can
provide tactile feedback regarding foot position in relation to the tread edge. Although slip-resistant
‘nosings’ will be positioned at the tread edge, there are no standards/guidelines regarding the location of
other slip-resistant strips. Slip-resistant strips may be a source of visual ambiguity when positioned away
from the tread edge (as is not uncommon; Figure 1).
Two previous studies failed to determine any significant changes in stair descent stepping behaviour
when edge highlighters have been used.35,53 However, these two studies reported gait parameters for
the mid-stair portion of a five-step stairway only, when somatosensory information from negotiating the
previous steps would probably have been used to judge riser height, rather than relying on accurate visual
information, and participants were relatively young (mean age 61 years),35 low in numbers (n= 7)53 and
predominantly female. The edge highlighters that were used (in these previous studies) were < 38mm
wide (i.e. conforming with US stair guidelines, but less than the width recommended by UK standards)
and positioned flush with the edge of each step.
Study aims
Given that there is no evidence that edge highlighters can change gait/stepping behaviour during descent
of steps or stairs, and no formal guidelines regarding the location of edge highlighters exist, the present
study had two aims:
1. to determine the effects of changes in the relative positioning of a step edge highlighter band on foot
placement/clearance and the number of accidental foot contacts during descent of a 3-step staircase or
a surface-level change
2. to determine whether having an edge highlighter present would have the same or greater effect on
stair descents in those with poor vision.
Separate groups of older participants with habitual visual correction either completed stair descent trials
(experiment 1) or descended a surface-level change (experiment 3), whereas a group of young participants
with simulated visual impairment completed stair descent trials only (experiment 2). In all three
experiments, edge highlighter positioning relative to the step edge was manipulated across the repeated
trials. In experiment 2, we used young participants with simulated visual impairment rather than older
(a) (b)
FIGURE 1 (a) From the perspective of the stair user, it is difficult to distinguish clearly the tread edge from the
tread surface on the step below; and (b) the separation (≈ 3 cm) between the slip-resistant strip and physical tread
edge is noticeable, however, when viewing the stairs from close up.
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participants with age-related visual impairment because pilot work had suggested that manipulating
the position of a step edge highlighter could have a significant effect on stair descent safety, which we
thought would make the risk of tripping and falling in such individuals too great.
Materials and methods
Participants
The characteristics of the participants for each experiment are presented in Table 1. The tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki54 were observed, the experiments gained institutional ethics approval and all
participants gave written, informed consent. Community-dwelling, older participants were recruited for
experiments 1 and 3 from a group of 50 retired volunteers who regularly sit as patients in undergraduate
optometry clinics at the University of Bradford’s Eye Clinic and from a group of 200 older people on the
mailing list of Bradford Older People’s Forum. The younger patients in experiment 2 were recruited from
the student population of the University of Bradford and the sample size of eight was based on a previous
study of stair descent (in older people and with a less dense cataract simulation).41
All participants were independently mobile, able to follow simple instructions and, according to self-report,
suffered no significant neurological, musculoskeletal or cardiovascular disorders that could interfere with
balance control or stepping. Those with vestibular disturbances or diabetes, or a history of falling in the
previous year, were excluded, as were those taking medications that could affect balance or vision.
Participants had normal healthy eyes, determined by a full eye examination, including ocular screening
using slit-lamp biomicroscopy, tonometry, indirect ophthalmoscopy, central visual field screening and
binocular vision assessment. Corrected visual acuity was equal to or better than the logMAR score of 0.1
(Snellen score of 6/7.5 or decimal Snellen 0.80) in either eye. All participants engaged in light to moderate
physical activities for at least 30 minutes, 5 days a week, including gardening, light housework and
dancing. Participants wore their own shorts, t-shirts and low-heeled shoes during the trials and were asked
to refrain from alcohol intake from the evening prior to testing. Participants wore their own spectacles if
they were typically worn when walking outdoors for ecological validity reasons. This included bifocal or
varifocal spectacles, which would lead to gait adaptations and increased variability of adaptive gait.39,46
Three participants wore bifocals and three wore varifocals in experiment 1, and four participants wore
varifocals and three wore bifocals in experiment 3.
Sample size calculations
To estimate required sample size, we used a paired t-test calculation. Although the main analysis will
incorporate a repeated measures design, the effective power is likely to be similar to that using a simple
t-test but will depend on unknown parameters that are difficult to estimate prospectively. A primary
outcome measure was the increase in vertical toe clearance (step ascent) or horizontal heel clearance
(step descent) with the illusion compared with no illusion. For experiments 1 and 3, using data from
previous studies of step descent and ascent,38,41,42,55 and assuming a 50% increase in variance for older
participants compared with younger ones for step ascent,55 a minimum effect of importance of 5%,
TABLE 1 The characteristics of participants taking part in each experiment
Characteristics of participants Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Number of participants, n (n female) 16 (8) 8 (3) 15 (6)
Age (years), mean (SD) 71 (7) 24 (4) 70 (7)
Height (m), mean (SD) 1.69 (0.12) 1.73 (0.10) 1.70 (0.11)
Mass (kg), mean (SD) 77 (19) 72 (17) 78 (19)
SD, standard deviation.
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an estimated standard deviation (SD) of 7% and using a two-sided alpha of 0.05, for a paired t-test a
sample size of 21 would result in a power of 90% and a sample size of 16 would result in a power of
80%. Because of improved sensitivity and reliability of the motion analysis system provided by a newly
developed marker-based event detection algorithms (see Appendix 1) plus the effect of increasing the
number of cameras by 25% to 10, we estimated that the sample size could be reduced to 16 for
experiment 1.
Vision measurements and cataract simulation
Binocular distance visual acuity was measured with the participant’s habitual correction for distance
(distance spectacles if worn) using an Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) logMAR chart
at a working distance of 4m and a chart luminance of 160 cd/m2. A by-letter scoring rule and a four-letter
termination rule were used.56 The ETDRS chart is the current standard for visual acuity determination and
provides substantially more reliable measurements than the traditionally used Snellen chart.56
Visual acuity and contrast sensitivity were measured for each participant in experiment 2 while wearing
cataract simulation glasses (Stereo Optical Co., Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) over the top of their spectacles or
contact lenses, if worn. These glasses scatter light (blurred vision) in the same way as age-related cataract
in proportion to the inverse of the squared glare angle.38,41,42,57 They particularly reduce contrast sensitivity,
which is a much better indicator of vision for everyday tasks than the more traditionally measured visual
acuity.57 Binocular contrast sensitivity was measured using the Pelli–Robson letter chart, which includes
16 triplets of letters that reduce in 0.15 log-steps of contrast sensitivity (the inverse of the contrast
threshold).58 The chart was used at 1m with a luminance of 120 cd/m2. A by-letter scoring rule was used,
with the miscalling of the letters C and O being counted as correct identification to balance letter legibility.
Participants were given at least 20 seconds at threshold to be able to identify additional letters.58
Stair design and safety issues
Experiments 1 and 2
The stairs used, consisting of three steps, were 1m wide with the top step consisting of a landing area
measuring 1.5m in length (Figure 2). Each tread/going measured 28.5 cm and the step risers ranged between
16.7 cm and 17.5 cm. The stairs, including step treads and risers, were all painted a uniform grey colour and
a 94.5-cm-high (above going) handrail was attached to the right side of the stairs (as viewed during descent),
and crash mats were positioned on the left side and in front of the participants for safety. In addition, an
assistant was always present next to the stairway during all trials to help steady a participant should they
stumble or trip (this did not occur across any of the trials and none of the participants used the handrail at any
time). Safety concerns have meant that seven-step stairway studies have protected participants using a safety
harness during trials.35 However, these harnesses inevitably mean that a rather unnatural gait may be used.
For these reasons, we used a three-step stairway, with safety features such as a handrail, crash mats and
nearby assistant, as used by other gait laboratories. Safety concerns were also the reason why we recruited
only participants who were fit and healthy and negotiated steps and stairs on a regular basis, typically in the
home environment. Older participants were asked about any concerns with the three-step stairway during
pilot studies and all responded that they felt perfectly safe, did not need the handrail and were used to using
stairs on a regular basis. We therefore felt satisfied that negotiation of our custom-built stairs would be safe
and relatively natural for all participants.
Experiment 3
Two raised walkways of differing heights (henceforth referred to as walkways) that were 1m wide with a
landing area measuring 2m in length were used (see Figure 2). The two walkways heights (16.5 cm and
19.5 cm) represented surface-level changes typically encountered during activities of daily living such as
when stepping down from a kerb or alighting from public transport. Both walkways were painted a
uniform grey colour. Crash mats were positioned on the right and left sides of the walkways for safety.
During all experiments a research team member was positioned close to the walkways to aid participants
if they lost balance or stumbled during the trial (this did not occur across any of the trials).
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Tread edge highlighter
Repeated trials were undertaken in each experiment under four experimental tread edge highlighter conditions:
1. plain: no edge highlighter on the tread.
Three conditions involved a high-contrast, 5.5-cm-wide black strip being placed on the tread going in the
following locations (Figure 3):
1. abutting: placed flush with the leading edge of the tread
2. away1: placed 1 cm from the leading edge of the tread
3. away3: placed 3 cm from the leading edge of the tread.
For experiments 1 and 2, edge highlighters were placed on all three steps (i.e. across the entirety of the top,
middle and bottom step edges), and in experiment 3 an edge highlighter was placed across the entirety of the
edge of the walkway. The width of the black strip adhered to UK (building) standards for edge highlighters
(between 5 cm and 6.5 cm).48 The mean Weber contrast of the black strip against the grey tread background
was 95% [luminance measured with a CS-100 Chroma meter (Minolta Camera Co., Ltd, Japan)], and the
laboratory was well lit with an ambient illuminance of 400 lux.
Bottom step Middle stepGround Top step
Stair landing
(III) Horizontal foot
clearance  
(II) Final foot
placement
17.5 cm
17 cm
16.7 cm
28.5 cm
28.5 cm
1.5 m
Top step
edge
(V) Bottom step
foot placement 
(I) Penultimate foot
placement
(IV) Vertical foot
clearance
(I)(II)
(V)
(III)
(IV)
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step edge
(a)
(IV)
(III)
(V) Heel
placement
(V)
Single-level raised surface 
(II) Final foot
placement
16.5/19.5 cm     
2 m     
(I) Penultimate
foot placement
(I)(II)
(IV) Horizontal
foot clearance  
(III) Vertical foot
clearance
Ground
(b)
FIGURE 2 (a) Staircase used in experiments 1 and 2; and (b) single-level raised surface used in experiment 3.
The gait parameters assessed in each study are shown.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
FIGURE 3 The four stair edge highlighter conditions used for each experiment. (a) Plain; (b) abutting: strip placed
flush with leading tread edge; (c) away1: strip placed 1 cm from leading edge; and (d) away3: strip placed 3 cm
from leading edge. (continued )
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General protocol
Older adults (experiments 1 and 3) and young adults (experiment 2) completed three and five trials of each
highlighter condition, respectively. Highlighter conditions were presented in a randomised order (using a
random number generator). Participants started from a standing position two-and-a-half walking steps away
from the edge of the first step or the edge of the raised surface. The stairs were negotiated by all participants
using a ‘step-over-step’ gait (i.e. alternative limb lead on each step). The same self-selected leading limb
was used to begin each trial and participants were instructed to use their vision throughout the trial to help
negotiate the stairs/walkway. Each experiment took between 1.5 hours and 2 hours and included
20–30 minutes for informed consent, initial vision measurements and marker attachment. Experiment 1
consisted of 15 trials (four conditions and three repetitions plus three ‘dummy’ trails); experiment 2 consisted
of 26 trials (four conditions and five repetitions plus six ‘dummy’ trails) and experiment 3 consisted of 30 trials
(four conditions, two step heights and three repetitions plus six ‘dummy’ trails).
As per the University of Bradford’s Code of Practice, all participant identification information was locked
in secure facilities and kept separate from the research data. All research data were anonymised by
attributing a subject code (i.e. subject 1, subject 2, etc.) to all data collected from the participants, and
these data were stored on a personal computer with controlled access.
Reducing the repetition or memorisation effect
As discussed previously, an energy-conservation strategy means that during stair descent, foot clearances
become progressively smaller35,36 owing, in part, to somatosensory information providing increasingly
accurate assessments of the step riser and tread dimensions. In research studies assessing the contribution
of vision on gait and movement control, the multiple measures that are required to provide valid mean
values of gait parameters, plus sensible assessments of variability, will mean that there is a trade-off
between the numbers of repetitions and the likelihood of intrusion of somatosensory system inputs.
Clearly, if a large number of trials were used and participants began to rely more on the somatosensory
inputs, then any effects of visual influence on gait, although present in the initial few trials, might be
lost/negated among the much larger number of somatosensory system-influenced data.
(d)
FIGURE 3 The four stair edge highlighter conditions used for each experiment. (a) Plain; (b) abutting: strip placed
flush with leading tread edge; (c) away1: strip placed 1 cm from leading edge; and (d) away3: strip placed 3 cm
from leading edge.
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Several strategies were used to attempt to counter possible increase in reliance on somatosensory
information. These included:
1. limiting the number of trials to three in most cases or five when a relatively small number of
interventions are used (to keep the total number of trails typically below 30)
2. varying the participant’s starting location by ± 5 cm (in randomised order)59
3. using custom-built ‘stepping stones’ (square wooden blocks) of varying height, which participants step
on (in random order as indicated by the experimenter) to return to the top of the stairs (Figure 4)
4. using ‘dummy trials’ after every third stair descent trial, with changes to the riser height (± 1 cm) and
tread depth (1 cm or 2 cm) of step middle, bottom or both.39,59
In addition to providing participants with steps of a different height to perceive, and thus with inconsistent
somatosensory information about riser height, this allowed us to inform participants that the height/tread
depth and appearance of the steps would vary between some trials (this was done at regular intervals
during the protocol). Data were not collected during dummy trials.
Kinematic data
A 10-camera motion-capture system (Vicon MX, Vicon, Oxford, UK) was used to record (at 100Hz) segmental
kinematics (in these studies: movement of pertinent parts of the body, particularly the lower limbs) as
participants completed each trial. Cameras were wall- or ceiling-mounted at approximately 2.3m above the
floor. Participants were asked to wear sensible/comfortable flat-soled shoes and comfortable clothing, and
used their habitual vision correction throughout each trial. Note that participants in experiment 2 wore the
cataract simulation glasses over the top of any corrective lenses that they typically used. Reflective markers
(1.4 cm in diameter) were placed on the lower body and thorax segments directly onto the skin, clothing, or
shoes in accordance with the guidelines that are defined in Vicon’s ‘plug-in-gait’ full-body marker set. Markers
were placed on the left and right greater trochanter, second metatarsal heads and distal phalange of the
second toes, and a (non-rigid) cluster of four markers was placed on the sacrum. Virtual markers were created
at each shoe’s heel and toe inferior tips (heel and toe tip), by constructing their positions relative to the heel
and toe markers, respectively.22 Markers were also placed on each tread edge or raised surface edge in order
to determine its location within the laboratory co-ordinate system.
FIGURE 4 Stepping stones used to return the participant to the top of the stairway. These were used in a random
order to help limit somatosensory information regarding the height of the staircase steps.
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Vicon MX cameras were carefully positioned for each step/stair protocol. An important condition during
data collection is that each marker must be seen by a minimum of two cameras in order to provide
three-dimensional coordinates in the capture volume. The height of the stairway was much greater than the
raised single-level surface (the landing area of the stairway was 54 cm above the ground; the raised surface
was a maximum of 20 cm above the ground), which meant that a larger capture volume was required during
stair negotiation compared with single-step descent. For stair negotiation, cameras were positioned so that
they covered a volume of 2.5m (height) × 1m (width) × 4m (length), which allowed all markers placed on
the participant to be visible throughout the trial. For single-step descent, cameras were positioned so that they
covered a volume of 2.2m× 1m×4m. The camera calibration process describes the intended data-capture
volume to the Vicon system and was carried out prior to data collection. A 39-cm wand with three markers
of known separation was moved around the intended movement-capture volume to calibrate the volume.
A clinical L-frame was subsequently used to define the local co-ordinate system of the laboratory.
Data analysis
Labelling and gap filling of marker trajectories were undertaken within Vicon Nexus (Vicon, Oxford, UK)
and the resultant co-ordinate three-dimensional (C3D) files were then uploaded to Visual 3D (C-Motion, Inc.,
Germantown, MD, USA) for further analysis. Marker trajectory data were filtered using a fourth-order, zero-lag
Butterworth filter with a 6-Hz cut-off. Instants of foot touchdown and foot-off in each trial were determined
using marker-based event detection algorithms (see Appendix 1).60 The following variables were then exported:
l Penultimate foot placement: the horizontal distance from the leading-limb’s shoe tip to the edge of the top
stair or edge of raised walkway when the foot was placed on the landing area during approach (see Figure 2).
l Final foot placement: the horizontal distance from the trailing limb’s shoe tip to the edge of the top stair
or edge of raised walkway when the foot was placed on the landing area during approach (see Figure 2).
Negative placement values indicated that the foot was placed before/prior to the edge of the stair/walkway,
and positive values indicated that the shoe tip was beyond the edge of the top stair/walkway.
l Middle-step foot placement (experiments 1 and 2): the horizontal distance from the leading-limb’s shoe
tip to the edge of the middle step when the foot was placed on the tread surface of the middle step
(see Figure 2). Positive values indicated that the shoe tip was beyond the edge of the step and negative
values meant it was placed before/prior to the edge of the step.
l Heel placement (experiment 3): the horizontal distance from the lead limb’s heel to edge of the raised
walkway when the foot was placed on the ground (see Figure 2).
l Horizontal heel clearance: the horizontal distance from the leading limb’s heel to the edge of the top/middle
step of the stairs or edge of raised walkway as the leading limb passed over it (swing phase) (see Figure 2).
l Vertical heel clearance: the vertical distance from the leading-limb’s heel to the edge of the top/middle
step of the stairs or edge of raised walkway as the leading limb passed over it (swing phase)
(see Figure 2).
l Descent duration: stairs/walkway descent duration was determined from the instant of leading limb
foot-off prior to stepping over the top step of stairs or edge of raised walkway to the instant of leading
limb touch-down on the ground (see Figure 2).
l Heel scuff/catches: the number of times a participant’s heel scuffed/caught the tread edge/going or
riser during stair/walkway descent. Each heel scuff was only recorded if agreed on by the two
experimenters present.
l Horizontal heel clearance < 5mm: the number of times horizontal heel clearance fell below 5mm.
It has previously been determined that there is a greater risk of catching the heel on the tread edge/
going if heel clearance falls below 5mm, especially on flights of stairs where riser height varies
between one riser and another.36
It has previously been reported that stride length during the stair-to-floor transition is significantly increased
when compared with mid-stair descent,61 suggesting that gait/stepping behaviour is significantly different
when stepping onto the ground compared with stepping onto the stairs. Therefore, the effects of tread
edge highlighter condition on foot placement, heel clearance and number of heel scuffs were only considered
on/over the top and middle step.
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Statistical analysis
Penultimate and final foot placement, middle-step foot placement and descent duration for experiments
1 and 2 were analysed using two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA; Statistica 5.5,
StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) with edge highlighter (plain, abutting, away1, away3) and repetition
(three and five trials, respectively) as repeated factors. Horizontal heel clearance and vertical heel clearance
for experiments 1 and 2 were analysed using three-way repeated measures ANOVA with step (top/middle
step), edge highlighter condition (plain, abutting, away1, away3) and repetition (three and five trials,
respectively) as repeated factors. Penultimate and final foot placement, heel placement, horizontal heel
clearance and vertical heel clearance for experiment 3 were analysed using three-way repeated measures
ANOVA with walkway height (16.5 cm/19.5 cm), edge highlighter (plain, abutting, away1, away3) and
repetition (1, 2, 3) as repeated factors. All interactions between step number/walkway height, edge
highlighter and repetition were found to be of no consequence to the findings of the study and thus are
not reported in the results section. Post-hoc analyses were performed using Tukey’s honest significance
difference test and the alpha level of significance was set at p= 0.05.
Results
The mean (1 SD) binocular visual acuity was –0.02 (SD 0.06; Snellen score of ≈ 6/6, decimal 1.0) for
experiments 1 and 3 and binocular contrast sensitivity was 1.84 (SD 0.14). For experiment 2, mean (1 SD)
binocular visual acuity was 0.16 (SD 0.16; Snellen score of ≈ 6/9, decimal 0.67), and binocular contrast
sensitivity was reduced to 0.75 log-units. Tabulation of mean gait parameter data is provided in Table 2.62
Main effect of edge highlighter
Experiment 1 (stair descent in older adults under habitual vision)
There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on final foot placement [F(3,45)= 11.97;
p-value= 0.001], but not on penultimate foot placement (p-value < 0.71). Final foot placement was further
back from the tread edge for away1 and away3 than for abutting (post hoc; p-value= 0.005 and p-value
< 0.001, respectively) or plain (post hoc; p-value= 0.003 and p-value < 0.001, respectively) (Figure 5).
There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on middle-step foot placement
[F(3,45)= 15.67; p-value < 0.001]; placement was further back from the tread edge for away1 and away3
than for abutting (post hoc; p-value < 0.001 and p-value < 0.001, respectively) or plain (post hoc;
p-value= 0.029 and p-value < 0.001, respectively).
TABLE 2 Mean stair descent parameters for 16 participants with a mean age of 71 years, with four different tread
edge appearances (plain or a 5.5-cm-wide edge highlighter either abutting the tread edge or 1 cm or 3 cm away
from the edge)
Stair descent parameters, mean (SD) Plain Abutting Away1 Away3
Descent duration (seconds) 2.05 (0.37) 2.06 (0.37) 2.11 (0.37) 2.08 (0.41)
Penultimate foot placement (cm) –46.7 (7.3) –46.5 (6.2) –46.8 (6.9) –47.4 (6.9)
Final foot placement (cm) –2.3 (4.3) –2.4 (4.6) –4.1 (4.4) –4.6 (4.3)
Middle step: foot placement (cm) 0.0 (2.9) 0.4 (2.9) –0.8 (2.7) –1.3 (2.6)
Top step: horizontal heel clearance in cm 4.6 (1.8) 4.7 (1.4) 4.2 (1.5) 3.2 (1.9)
Middle step: horizontal heel clearance in cm 4.1 (1.7) 3.9 (1.6) 3.9 (1.4) 3.5 (1.7)
Top step: vertical heel clearance (cm) 2.5 (1.2) 2.5 (1.1) 2.5 (1.3) 1.9 (1.5)
Middle step: vertical heel clearance (cm) 3.0 (2.0) 3.0 (1.6) 2.9 (2.0) 2.4 (1.7)
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There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on horizontal heel clearance [F(3,45)= 17.3,
p-value < 0.001] and vertical heel clearance [F(3,45)= 8.38, p-value < 0.001 over the top step edge]; clearance
values were smaller for away3 than for plain (post hoc; p-value < 0.001 and p-value= 0.001, respectively),
abutting (post hoc; p-value < 0.001 and p-value= 0.001, respectively) or away1 (post hoc; p-value= 0.002
and p-value < 0.001, respectively; see Figure 5). There were no main effects of highlighter condition on the
horizontal or vertical heel clearance over the middle-step edge (p-value > 0.13). There was no effect of
highlighter condition on descent duration (p-value= 0.37). There were no statistically significant differences
in within-subject variability between highlighter conditions in any of the outcome parameters analysed
(penultimate and final foot placement, horizontal or vertical heel clearance over the top- and middle-step
edge, descent duration).
Experiment 2 (stair descent in young adults with simulated age-related
impaired vision)
There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on final foot placement [F(3,21)= 5.88,
p-value= 0.004], but not on penultimate foot placement (p-value= 0.60). Final foot placement was
significantly further behind the tread edge for plain in comparison with abutting (p-value= 0.004) or away1
(p-value= 0.019) (Figure 6). There was a statistically significant main effect of highlighter condition on
middle-step foot placement [F(3,21)= 3.09, p-value= 0.049], but a post-hoc analysis indicated there were
no statistically significant differences between highlighter conditions. There was a statistically significant
effect of highlighter condition on final foot placement and middle step foot placement within-subject
variability [F(3,21)= 3.11, p-value= 0.048; and F(3,21)= 3.84, p-value= 0.025, respectively]. Final foot
placement within-subject variability was reduced for the plain condition compared with away3 (post hoc;
p-value= 0.038) (see Figure 6). Middle-step foot placement within-subject variability was reduced for the
abutting condition, compared with away1 (p-value= 0.039) or plain (p-value= 0.035). There was a
statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on horizontal and vertical heel clearance over the top
step edge [F(3,21)= 3.8, p-value= 0.002; and F(3,21)= 4.14, p-value= 0.019, respectively]: clearance
values were smaller for the away3 compared with abutting (post hoc; p-value= 0.001 and p-value= 0.026,
respectively). There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on horizontal heel clearance
within-subject variability [F(3,21)= 6.25, p-value= 0.003]. Horizontal heel clearance within-subject variability
was increased in the plain condition compared with abutting (p-value= 0.022), away1 (p-value= 0.024) or
away3 (p-value= 0.003) (see Figure 6). There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition
on vertical heel clearance over the middle-step edge [F(3,21)= 4.99, p-value= 0.009], but no effect on
horizontal heel clearance (p-value= 0.06); vertical heel clearance was significantly closer to the edge
in away3 compared with plain (post hoc; p-value= 0.005).
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FIGURE 5 The effect of highlighter condition on (a) final foot placement relative to the top stair edge; and
(b) horizontal heel clearance over the top stair edge in older adults during stair descent. Final foot placement was
significantly further back from the stair edge when the edge highlighter was set back by 1 cm or 3 cm. Horizontal
heel clearance was significantly closer to the stair edge when the edge highlighter was set back by 3 cm.
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There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on descent duration [F(3,21)= 7.86,
p-value= 0.001], and on descent duration within-subject variability [F(3,21)= 4.88, p-value= 0.001]. Descent
duration was significantly longer for the plain condition compared with abutting (p-value= 0.009), away1
(p-value= 0.036) or away3 (p-value= 0.001) (see Figure 6). Descent duration within-subject variability was
also significantly longer in the plain condition compared with away3 (post hoc; p-value= 0.006).
Experiment 3 [walkway descent (across both heights) by older adults under
habitual vision conditions]
There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on final foot placement [F(3,42)= 8.90,
p-value < 0.001]; placement was further behind the tread edge for away1 than for plain (p-value= 0.002),
and for away3 than for abutting (p-value= 0.025) or plain (p-value < 0.001) (Figure 7). There was a
statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on heel placement [F(3,42)= 5.36, p-value= 0.003];
placement was closer to the tread edge in the away3 condition than in the abutting condition
(p-value= 0.016) or plain (p-value= 0.015).
There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on horizontal [F(3,42)= 17.70, p-value
< 0.001] and vertical heel clearance [F(3,42)= 12.12, p-value < 001]. Clearance values (see Figure 7) were
smaller for away3 than for plain (p-value < 0.001 and p-value < 0.001, respectively), abutting (p-value
< 0.001 and p-value < 0.001, respectively) or away1 (p-value < 0.001 and p-value < 0.001, respectively).
There was a statistically significant effect of highlighter condition on descent duration [F(3,42)= 3.14,
p-value= 0.035], but a post-hoc analysis indicated there were no statistically significant differences
between highlighter conditions (p-value > 0.064).
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FIGURE 6 The effect of highlighter condition on (a) final foot placement; (b) final foot placement within-subject
variability; (c) descent duration; and (d) horizontal heel clearance within-subject variability in young adults with a
simulated visual impairment. Final foot placement was significantly further behind the stair edge in the plain
condition. Final foot placement within-subject variability and horizontal heel clearance within-subject variability
increased significantly when presented with the plain condition, whereas descent duration was significantly longer
in the plain condition.
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There were no statistically significant differences in within-subject variability between highlighter conditions
in any of the outcome parameters analysed (penultimate and final foot placement, horizontal or vertical
heel clearance, heel placement or descent duration).
Main effect of repetition
In all three experiments, stair/walkway descent duration was significantly reduced in the last trial compared
with the first trial. For example, in experiment 1, descent duration in trial 1 [2.10 seconds (SD 0.39
seconds)] was significantly longer than in trial 3 [2.01 seconds (SD 0.39 seconds); p-value= 0.019]. In
experiments 1 and 2, final foot placement and middle-step foot placement were closer to the tread edge
in the last trial than in the first trial (p-value < 0.05).
Heel scuffs and horizontal heel clearance ≤ 5mm
The numbers of trials that resulted in a heel scuff or horizontal heel clearance falling below 5mm in all
three experiments are shown (as a percentage) in Table 3. In all three experiments the number of trials
in which horizontal heel clearance fell below 5mm was highest for the away3 highlighter.
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FIGURE 7 The effect of highlighter condition on (a) final foot placement; and (b) horizontal heel clearance in older
adults during walkway descent. Final foot placement was significantly further back from the stair edge when the
edge highlighter was set back by 1 cm or 3 cm. Horizontal heel clearance was significantly closer to the stair edge
when the edge highlighter was set back by 3 cm.
TABLE 3 The percentage of trials in experiments 1, 2 and 3 where the heel caught the stair/walkway tread edge or
riser and horizontal heel clearance was < 5mm. Note that the middle- and top-stair edge are both included in the
analysis for experiment 1 and experiment 2
Stair edge highlighter conditions Experiment 1 (%) Experiment 2 (%) Experiment 3 (%)
Heel scuff
Plain 0 15 2.2
Abutting 0 2.5 0
Away1 0 5 0
Away3 2.1 10 2.2
Horizontal heel clearance < 5mm
Plain 8.3 7.5 0
Abutting 2.1 0 0
Away1 2.1 2.5 0
Away3 16.7 10 2.2
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Discussion
Vision measurements
The mean binocular visual acuity for the older participants in experiments 1 and 3 was –0.02 (SD 0.06;
Snellen score of ≈ 6/6, decimal 1.0) and the worst binocular visual acuity was 0.10 (Snellen score of 6/7.5,
decimal acuity 0.80); as none of the participants had eye disease, these participants represent people of
this age with excellent vision. However, many older people have some level of visual impairment. For
experiment 2, mean binocular visual acuity was 0.16 (SD 0.16; Snellen score of ≈ 6/9, decimal 0.67), with
contrast sensitivity being reduced to 0.75 log contrast sensitivity. Although visual acuity is good, the low
level of contrast sensitivity means that vision is clearly impaired and represents the level of vision at the
other end of the spectrum to that in experiments 1 and 3.
Presence of a tread edge highlighter
All stepping parameters in experiments 1 and 3 were unaffected by the presence of an edge highlighter
that was placed flush with the leading edge of the tread in comparison with when there was no
highlighter present. This finding agrees with previous research regarding the influence of edge highlighters
on stairs,35,53 and is likely to be a consequence of the older adults who took part having very good
binocular visual acuity, which suggests that they would have been able to delineate the edge of the treads
when there was no edge highlighter present. However, the results of all three experiments indicate that
the location of a tread edge highlighter relative to the tread edge can significantly affect foot placement
and heel clearance when descending stairs or a raised surface and, notably, the location of the highlighter
strip relative to the tread edge influences risk of tripping in visually normal adults and more so in adults
with a visual impairment.
For young adults with simulated visual impairment, within-subject variability in final foot placement and
in horizontal heel clearance over the top step was increased for the plain condition compared with all
highlighter conditions. This, and the increased time it took participants to negotiate the stairs for the plain
condition, suggests that there was uncertainty in determining the exact location of the top/first step edge
when there was no edge highlighter present. There also appeared to be an increased risk of tripping in the
plain condition, as evidenced by the high number of trials where participants caught their heel (15% of
trials), or where horizontal heel clearance fell below 5mm (7.5%), although no actual trips resulted from
the scuff incidences. These results agree with a previous report indicating that minimum heel clearance
within-subject variability increased when older adults were uncertain about the location of the tread edge,
and that the percentage of heel clearances below 5mm increased from 0.56% in good lighting conditions
to 6% under poor lighting conditions.36
Position of the tread edge highlighter
For older adults with habitual visual correction (experiment 1), final foot placement, middle-step foot
placement, horizontal heel clearance and vertical heel clearance were significantly reduced for the away3
condition compared with the plain and abutting conditions. Final- and middle-step foot placements were also
significantly reduced for the away1 condition compared with plain or abutting. Furthermore, for the away3
condition, horizontal heel clearance was reduced to 3.2 cm (SD 1.9 cm) from 4.7 cm (SD 1.4 cm), showing a
large effect size of 1.07 [calculated as the difference between the intervention and control horizontal heel
clearance divided by the SD of the control value (4.7 – 3.2)/1.4]. The away3 condition horizontal heel
clearance was below 5mm for 16.7% of all trials, suggesting that there was a greater risk of tripping when
the definition of the edge of the tread was misleading. There was less risk of tripping associated with
negotiating the walkway (experiment 3), although foot placement and heel clearance altered in a similar
manner to that on the stairs. However, the magnitude of the change in both variables was much greater than
evident on the stairs and, hence, this meant that there was less risk of participants catching their heel on the
edge of the tread, as evidenced by the low percentage of horizontal heel clearances that fell below 5mm.
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Tread edge highlighter relative location was also seen to alter stepping parameters in young participants
with simulated impaired vision (experiment 2). Horizontal heel clearance over the top step was significantly
reduced for the away3 condition [3.8 cm (SD 1.8 cm)] compared with the control abutting condition [5.8
cm (SD 1.7 cm)], a reduction of 2 cm, giving a large effect size of 1.18 (5.8 – 3.8/1.7). This would have
increased the risk of catching the heel on the step, and this is emphasised by the high percentage of trials
for the away3 condition where scuffs occurred (10%) or where horizontal heel clearance fell below 5mm
(10%). In experiment 3, horizontal heel clearances from the raised-level walkway were much larger, but
were significantly reduced for the away3 condition [7.8 cm (SD 2.6 cm) and 6.4 cm (SD 2.8 cm) compared
with abutting 10.0 cm (SD 3.1 cm) and 8.2 cm (SD 2.9 cm)] for the 16.5-cm and 19.5-cm raised-level
walkways, respectively, giving reductions of 2.2 cm and 1.8 cm and effect sizes of 0.71 and 0.62. These
findings suggest that the location of an edge highlighter is important to consider for stair design and
improving safety on stairs.
Comparison with previous work
It is known that foot placement and heel clearance when crossing obstacles or descending a kerb are
determined/planned using visual information acquired during the approach to an obstacle or kerb edge.21,63
The results from the present study suggest that the visual information provided by a tread highlighter during
the approach to the stair/walkway contributes to determining foot placement and heel clearance. When the
highlighter was placed further away from the tread edge, final foot placement was placed further behind
the edge of the tread. Similarly, when the highlighter was set back by 1 cm (away1), final foot placement was
placed behind the tread edge by a similar amount (i.e. ≈1 cm). Interestingly, for the away3 condition, foot
placement was ≈1.5–2.0 cm behind the tread edge and, as a consequence of this, horizontal heel clearance
was significantly reduced, thus reducing stair safety. Thus, increasing the distance between the highlighter
and the actual edge of the tread will be likely to increase the risk of a trip incident occurring on stairs or
when stepping down from a kerb, although further study is required to confirm this.
The findings presented here suggest that a high-contrast edge highlighter placed flush with the tread
edge (abutting) rather than being placed back from the tread edge could reduce the risk of a trip incident
occurring, particularly in high-risk older adults with uncorrected visual impairment or in those not using
their corrective spectacles. Use of such highlighters could also improve stair safety for multifocal lens
wearers, who are affected by blur in the lower visual field, which can lead to impaired contrast sensitivity
and depth perception at critical distances required for detecting objects in the environment.39,46
Although the number of low heel clearances and heel scuffs increased when the tread edge highlighters
were positioned away from the tread edge in both young and older adults, the amount of foot overhang
(when the most anterior portion of the foot is placed beyond the tread edge) on the middle step was
decreased. Although there are no formal reports on the amount of foot overhang that would probably
lead to a loss of balance, we estimate that stair users are at an increased risk if 50–60% of the shoe
plantar surface (i.e. the part of foot distal to the metatarsophalangeal joint line) is hanging over the tread
edge. In such a scenario, it is likely that controlling the body centre of mass in the forwards–downwards
direction during the lowering phase would be difficult because of the reduced base of support. In the
present study, the largest foot overhang experienced by younger and older adults accounted for, on
average, 17% and 1.5% of the shoe plantar surface, respectively (based on an average shoe length of
28 cm and 27 cm, respectively), with a margin for error (95% CI) of < 29% and 23% respectively. This
suggests that when the edge highlighter was set back from the tread edge there was less risk of a fall/trip
as a result of foot overhang than there was of catching the heel on the step.
It is important to consider the implications of the present study’s results in the context of stair safety. UK and
US (building) standards clearly state what the desired thickness of the tread edge highlighter should be, but fail
to specify the preferred positioning of the edge highlighter on the tread or the desired contrast between the
highlighter and the rest of the tread surface. A high contrast (95%) existed between the black highlighter and
grey tread surface in the present study. Clearly, if the contrast of the highlighter is reduced, it is less likely to be
seen by older participants, which could be predicted from their contrast sensitivity and visual acuity scores.
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The results from the present study could, therefore, be used to inform existing building regulations regarding
the use, positioning and contrast of edge highlighters on stairs, with the aim of improving safety on stairs and
ultimately reducing the number of falls on stairs. This is likely to impact directly on the associated health-care
costs of falls in older adults, which is considerable.32,33
Study limitations
There were limitations with the present study. Most notably, the number of steps on the stairs could
have been increased to replicate more representative real-world stair negotiation. However, it is possible
that participants would receive increased somatosensory feedback from an increased number of steps,
thus potentially confounding the actual effects of how edge highlighters influence stair descent gait
characteristics. Increased somatosensory feedback is an unavoidable complication of adaptive gait
studies59,64 that needs to be considered; a number of aspects of the protocol were manipulated in the
present study which aimed at reducing such effects (see General protocol).
Conclusion
In summary, the findings of the present study suggest that the provision of an edge highlighter,
particularly on the top step, may increase the precision of heel clearance over the tread edge and
potentially reduce the number of heel scuffs and low clearances (< 5mm) when descending stairs,
particularly for older people with visual impairment for whom tread edges would otherwise be difficult
to see. In addition, highlighter strip location relative to the step edge is something that warrants careful
consideration; when the edge highlighter was set back from the leading edge of the step/walkway
by 1–3 cm, heel clearance reduced and the number of accidental foot contacts increased. These findings
suggest that having high-contrast tread edge highlighters present on steps and stairs and positioned
flush with the edge of the tread or as near to this as possible is likely to improve stairs safety in older
people. Ultimately, further research is required to monitor if fewer falls do indeed occur based on
the recommendation of positioning an edge highlighter flush with the tread edge. Based on these
findings, consideration should be given to changing current building regulation specifications to include
guidelines/recommendations for the relative positioning of step edge highlighters.
These step edge highlighter studies link with the step ascent studies that we assess in the following
chapters as the step edge highlighter on the step tread is visible during step/stair ascent and forms the
horizontal component of the horizontal–vertical (H–V) illusion.
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Chapter 3 Influence of a horizontal–vertical
illusion on stair ascent
Increased foot clearance to prevent falls on stairs
A simple safety strategy that is often adopted to try to avoid tripping on a step or stairs is to increase foot
clearance over the step or stair edge, and this has been shown to occur when vision is blurred by age-related
cataract,40 cataract simulation38,41,42 or multifocals39,46 and when depth perception40 or light levels (in young
subjects) are reduced.36 If people are unable to determine accurately the position of a step edge, raising the
foot higher to ensure that they are unlikely to hit the step and trip seems a logical strategy. However, both
stair descent and, particularly, stair ascent are tiring activities, especially for older people,6 and increasing
foot clearance further increases energy consumption. Indeed, using feedback about step height from the
somatosensory system means that foot clearance is typically reduced on consecutive steps as people ascend
or descend stairs35,36,59 as a way of conserving energy. Anecdotally, people report trips on stair ascent
when feeling tired or unwell, suggesting that energy conservation strategies can be overused in such
circumstances and highlighting the need to promote adequate foot clearance.
Making steps look taller
Falls typically occur on the first or last few steps on a stairway.6,8 For these steps, vision is particularly important,
as locating the first step edge position exactly can be difficult, as can be making the transition from stairs to
landing area. Visually highlighting the first step in particular may be an advantage, as video analysis has
indicated that one of the differences between fallers and non-fallers on stairs is that fallers do not sufficiently
scan the first steps on a stairway.8
In addition, changing the appearance of a step to make it look taller and to make people raise their
foot higher may be another advantage. In a pilot study we showed that a visual illusion, the H–V illusion
(Figure 8),65 can provide a perceived increase in a step’s riser height and lead to an accompanying increase
in foot elevation.55 The study used a surface-level change only (i.e. one step); used sine-wave gratings
to complete the illusion; compared a H–V illusion to its reverse (see Figure 8); and used young adults as
participants. For the purposes of determining its usefulness on public stairways, the main study needed
to be repeated using stairs, using a square-wave grating illusion (more easily manufactured), making the
comparison with a plain step, and using older adults as participants. Given that promoting increased foot
clearance over the middle steps of a stairway seems undesirable (and is likely to be ineffectual given the
greater dependence on the somatosensory system over these steps64), adding a H–V illusion to the first
and last steps only seemed appropriate.
(a) (b) (c)
FIGURE 8 Examples of the H–V illusion.31 (a) Simplest example: the physical length of both lines is identical, yet the
vertical line appears longer; (b) part of a version of the illusion similar to that used. The horizontal line appeared
on the step tread with the vertical lines on the step riser; and (c) the two versions of the illusion used in a pilot
study55 using a vertical sine-wave grating with relatively high spatial frequency (54 cycles per metre) and a
horizontal grating of relatively low spatial frequency (20 cycles per metre).
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Potential unbalancing effects of a visual illusion on steps
A potential negative effect of the H–V illusion was whether or not the mismatch of information from the
visual system (gained prior to the step and indicating that the step was ≈ 9 cm plus the effect
of the illusion) and the somatosensory system (gained once one foot was on the first step tread and
indicating that the step was ≈19 cm high) would be identified by participants and, furthermore, whether
or not it could cause problems. Could it cause temporary confusion and possible balance problems?
Furthermore, if the illusion was used on the first step and led to a raised foot clearance, but then the
somatosensory system was used to determine step height in the ‘middle’ step(s), would the illusion still
lead to increased foot clearance on the last step of a stairway? Or would the visual information then be
ignored and the somatosensory information be used instead?
Parameters for the horizontal–vertical illusion
The extent to which the H–V illusion increases perceived height depends on the parameters used.65
In terms of steps and stairs, a simple ‘T’ version of the illusion is clearly insufficient and a version of the
illusion needed to be presented across the whole step. Given the usefulness of an abutting tread edge
highlighter in improving safety during step descent, plus the fact that this highlighter could also be seen
during step ascent, we decided to use the highlighter as the horizontal part of the illusion. To ensure
that they are seen by older people, including those with visual impairment attributable to eye disease or
out-dated glasses, both horizontal and vertical strips need to be of high contrast and of sufficient thickness
with sufficient spacing to be resolvable.
Study aims
1. To determine an optimal version of the H–V visual illusion55,65 for older individuals that when
superimposed on a step makes it appear taller. In particular, we needed to determine the thickness
of the horizontal grating and the spatial frequency (thickness of the lines and their spacing) of the
vertical lines.
2. To determine whether or not increased perceived step height leads to increases in toe clearance for
older adults. We needed to determine a spatial frequency for the illusion that would provide sufficiently
useful increase in foot clearance, but not one that might cause a potentially negative mismatch
between sensory inputs from the visual and somatosensory systems.
3. To determine if the use of an optimised H–V illusion on either the bottom or top step or both the top
and bottom steps of a three-step stairway improves the safety of adaptive gait.
Experiment 4: psychophysical determination of optimum
parameters for the illusion
Several psychophysical experiments were performed to determine the appropriate parameters for the
H–V illusion which was to be superimposed onto the step riser and edge of the tread. The parameters to
be determined included the location and thickness of the horizontal line (nosing) that is placed on the
tread/riser to complete the H–V illusion and the spatial frequency of the vertical lines on the step riser.
Psychophysical experimentation was used as it can be performed relatively easily and quickly and allowed
a larger number of parameters to be compared. Such experimentation is often performed with small
sample sizes to determine whether an effect is either present or absent.66 Seven subjects [mean age
37 years (SD 14 years)] were recruited from the staff and postgraduate students of the Department of
Optometry at the University of Bradford, Bradford, UK. All had normal, healthy eyes and binocular visual
acuity of 0.0 logMAR (Snellen score of 6/6, decimal 1.0) or better.
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Experiment 4a: spatial frequency of the vertical lines
The first experiment aimed to determine the optimum spatial frequency of the vertical lines on the step
riser that was required to increase perceived riser height. Images of a three-step sequence were produced
and displayed on a Macintosh Cinema Display under the control of a G4 PowerMac (Apple Inc., Cupertino,
CA, USA). When viewed from 33 cm, the geometry of the image was equivalent to that of actual steps
viewed from a distance of 1.4m (two steps) at an eye height of 160 cm, approximating to that of an
average elderly person. Test stimuli had one of five different square-wave spatial frequencies (i.e. black and
white gratings of the following thicknesses: 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 cycles per step) placed on the bottom step
riser whose height was equivalent to 190mm (Figure 9).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
FIGURE 9 The varying square-wave spatial frequencies placed on the step riser when determining the optimum
spatial frequency of vertical lines required to increase perceived riser height. (a) Four cycles per step; (b) eight
cycles per step; (c) 12 cycles per step; (d) 16 cycles per step; and (e) 20 cycles per step.
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On any single trial the perceived height of the chosen test stimulus was compared with a reference
stimulus that contained no square-wave pattern, but in which the actual height of the bottom step could
be chosen from one of seven heights spanning a range from physically smaller to physically taller (Figure 10).
The height of riser on these seven reference stimuli ranged from 180mm to 240mm in 10-mm steps.
The task of the observer on each trial was to decide whether the riser on the test (striped) step was smaller or
taller than that on the reference step and to respond via the keyboard. Images were presented in succession
for 500milliseconds each and the order of the test and reference stimulus was randomised. A total of
20 responses were obtained (in pseudorandom order) for each test spatial frequency (thickness of the black
and white gratings) at each of the seven reference step heights, making a total of 700 responses. Data were
gathered across a number of sittings.
Psychometric functions were produced by plotting the percentage of ‘test step taller’ responses against
reference step height (180mm, 190mm, etc.) and performing a least-squares logistic regression to find
the reference step height that matched the perceived height of the test step (the point at which the test
step was judged ‘taller’ on 50% of trials).
Following initial pilot data it was decided to introduce a nosing onto the landing portion of the first step.
This was either 5.5 cm or 11 cm in width (Figure 11).
Experiment 4a: results
Figure 12 represents data from each the seven participants, showing perceived height of the patterned
step as a function of the spatial frequency of the square wave.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 10 Reference stimuli provided during the psychophysical determination of the optimum spatial frequency,
which contain no square-wave pattern. The bottom step reference ranged between (a) 180mm and (b) 240mm.
(a) (b)
FIGURE 11 The nosing provided on the landing portion of the first step. (a) 5.5 cm; and (b) 11 cm.
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FIGURE 12 Perceived riser height as a function of square-wave spatial frequency. Error bars represent the SD of the
estimates. Results are shown for the two step highlighters (5.5 cm in black or 11 cm in green). (a) Participant 1;
(b) participant 2; (c) participant 3; (d) participant 4; (e) participant 5; (f) participant 6; and (g) participant 7. (continued)
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FIGURE 12 Perceived riser height as a function of square-wave spatial frequency. Error bars represent the SD of the
estimates. Results are shown for the two step highlighters (5.5 cm in black or 11 cm in green). (a) Participant 1;
(b) participant 2; (c) participant 3; (d) participant 4; (e) participant 5; (f) participant 6; and (g) participant 7. (continued)
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All observers show statistically significant overestimations of the true height of the step (190mm) and, for all
but one observer, the magnitude of this overestimation increased with spatial frequency (i.e. the H–V effect
was greater as the black and white gratings became thinner). Several of the observers were veridical in height
judgement at the lowest spatial frequency (they judged the height of the step correctly when the black and
white gratings were relatively thick) but overestimation of height increased rapidly with spatial frequency
(as the gratings became thinner). The magnitude of this illusory percept is substantial, with overestimations
approaching 25% for some observers. The width of the nosing appears to have little effect.
Experiment 4a: discussion
The results suggest that for the majority of participants, higher spatial frequencies (thinner and, thus, more
frequent gratings) show the highest perceived height increase, and if we wish to obtain a range of foot
clearances, a range of spatial frequencies on a step riser should be used, with lower frequencies (thicker
gratings) likely to provide lower foot clearances and vice versa.
Experiment 4b: location and thickness of the nosing
In experiment 4a, we found little effect of the thickness of the nosing, but in experiment 4b we wanted to
look more closely at the effect of its presence or position. To do this we chose a single spatial frequency
on the step riser of 16 cycles per step on the basis of the results of experiment 1a. The horizontal line
thickness of 5.5 cm was chosen as it is the guideline for stair nosings in UK Building Regulations.50 We
used an 11-cm-wide horizontal line thickness to determine whether or not changes in the thickness of the
horizontal line would alter the size of the effect. We also used an illusion with the horizontal line set back
from the tread edge, as provided on stairways with friction strips and as assessed previously (see Chapter 2).
Four participants (aged 24, 28, 52 and 55 years) with healthy eyes and normal vision (visual acuity better
than 0.0 logMAR or 6/6 or 20/20 on the Snellen scale) took part in the experiment.
Experiment 4b: results
All four observers show a consistent pattern of results, with the most significant overestimation of riser
height (up to 20%) occurring for the abutting nosing condition (Figure 13). Absence of a nosing, or the
presence of a gap between step edge and the nosing, reduced (but did not eliminate) the illusion.
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FIGURE 12 Perceived riser height as a function of square-wave spatial frequency. Error bars represent the SD of the
estimates. Results are shown for the two step highlighters (5.5 cm in black or 11 cm in green). (a) Participant 1;
(b) participant 2; (c) participant 3; (d) participant 4; (e) participant 5; (f) participant 6; and (g) participant 7.
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FIGURE 13 Perceived riser height increases in response to manipulations to the location and thickness of the
nosing. (a–b) No nosing; (c–d) 5.5 cm abutting; (e–f) 5.5 cm gap; and (g–h) 11 cm abutting.
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Experiment 4b: discussion
The results suggest that the presence of an abutting nosing reinforces the H–V illusion and produces the
greatest magnitude of riser height overestimation. If a step edge highlighter is to be used as part of the
H–V illusion, then it would seem to be important for the highlighter to be abutting the step edge. It is
serendipitous that the data in Chapter 2 indicate that having the tread edge highlighter abutting the step
edge also improves the safety of stair descent compared with highlighters set back from the tread edge
(typically when used as friction strips).
Experiment 5: spatial frequency variation on the horizontal–vertical
illusion effect during single step ascent
In this experiment, we assessed the value of a H–V illusion in terms of its ability to increase foot clearance
over the edge of a raised walkway (such as a kerb). We also compared adaptive gait changes for three
H–V illusions. They all had the same horizontal component of a 5.5-cm, black, high-contrast edge
highlighter as determined in previously described experiments (see experiment 4 and Chapter 2) and as
recommended in the UK Building Regulation guidelines. They differed in the spatial frequency content
(the thickness of the black and white lines) of the vertical stripes on the step riser, being either 4, 12 or
20 cycles per step (step width was 1m). These were chosen to provide a range of perceived increases in
step height (as suggested by the results of experiment 4). The highest spatial frequency (thinnest black
and white lines), at 20 cycles per step, would still be easily seen by the vast majority of older people, even
those with visual impairment. Viewed from two walking steps away (about 1.4 m42), which is the distance
from which most steps and obstacles are viewed,21 from an eye height of about 1.60m,42 a resolution of
approximately 1.60 logMAR (6/240 or 1.5/60 on the Snellen scale, 0.025 decimal acuity) is required. This
would probably be seen by some people registered as sight impaired (previously termed ‘partially sighted’)
and severely sight impaired (previously termed ‘legally blind’), as visual acuity in such people is typically
worse than 6/60 (1.00 logMAR) and worse than 3/60 on the Snellen scale (1.30 logMAR), respectively.
Participants
Eleven participants were randomly recruited from the same pool as described previously (see Chapter 2)
and we used the same inclusion and exclusion criteria. The mean age was 70 years (SD 7 years) and
three participants were female. Mean height and mass were 1.73m (SD 0.10m) and 81.3 kg (SD 17.4 kg),
respectively. Mean distance binocular visual acuity was –0.07 (SD 0.08; Snellen scale equivalent of
approximately 6/5, decimal 0.83) and binocular Pelli–Robson letter contrast sensitivity was 1.85 log-units
(SD 0.14 log-units). Some of the participants from the experiments discussed in Chapter 2 participated
again, although they must have completed those experiments more than 3 months previously. Because of
improved sensitivity and reliability of the motion analysis system as shown by the results of the Chapter 2
experiments and as provided by newly developed algorithms of detecting important events in the gait
cycle (see Appendix 1),60 plus the effect of increasing the number of cameras from 8 to 10, we estimated
that the sample size should be reduced to 11 for these experiments. Participants included four varifocal
or progressive lens wearers and three bifocal wearers, two distance single-vision lens wearers and three
people who did not wear spectacles when walking.
Experimental details
The tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were observed,54 the experiments gained institutional ethical
approval and all participants gave written, informed consent. Visual acuity and contrast sensitivity was
measured as previously described (see Chapter 2). A raised walkway of uniform grey colour, with a width
of 1m, a height of 16.5 cm and a landing area measuring 2m in length was used (Figure 14). This
represents a surface-level change typically encountered when stepping up onto a kerb. Crash mats were
positioned on the right and left sides of the walkways for safety, and during all experiments a research
team member was positioned close to the walkways to aid participants if they lost balance or stumbled
during the trial (although this did not occur across any of the trials).
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Adaptive gait parameters were assessed as 11 older subjects took two walking paces before stepping up
onto the raised walkway. Participants came to a standstill after stepping up onto the raised walkway.
The step riser and tread was either plain (control); plain apart from an abutting 5.5-cm, high-contrast,
black step edge highlighter (see Chapter 2); or included one of three versions of the H–V illusion
superimposed onto the step (Figure 15). The mean Weber contrast of the black strips against the grey
tread background was 95% (luminance measured with a CS-100 Chroma meter), and the laboratory was
well lit with an ambient illuminance of 400 lux. Each of the five riser conditions was repeated three times
and the 15 trials were presented in a randomised order.
Because of the many repetitions of stair ascent involved in the experiment, subjects can become familiar
with the step heights owing to somatosensory information from the feet. This is not the same situation as
when ascending stairs outside the home and is an experimental problem that may dilute the effect of
the visual illusion. Several strategies were used to attempt to counter possible increase in reliance on
somatosensory information, including limiting the number of repetitions for each condition to three;
(I) Penultimate
foot placement
(I)
Ground
(II) Final foot
placement 17.5 cm   
2 m     
(II)
(III)
(III) Vertical
foot clearance – 
bottom step
FIGURE 14 Single-level raised surfaced used in experiment 5. The gait parameters assessed are shown in the
respective parts of the figure.
4 cycles per step(a)
12 cycles per step(b)
20 cycles per step(c)
FIGURE 15 The three sets of gratings placed on the step riser as part of the H–V illusion. The gratings had a spatial
frequency of (a) four cycles per step; (b) 12 cycles per step; or (c) 20 cycles per step. They were all accompanied by a
5.5-cm, horizontal, black, high-contrast strip along the tread edge (a tread edge highlighter) to complete the
H–V illusion.
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varying the participant’s starting location by ± 5 cm (in randomised order); using custom-built ‘stepping
stones’ (square wooden blocks) of varying height, which participants step on (in random order as indicated
by the experimenter) to return to the floor and using ‘dummy trials’ after every third stair ascent trial, with
changes to the riser height (± 1 cm or 2 cm).59 Participants were asked to wear their own, comfortable,
flat-soled shoes and were allowed to lead with whichever foot they felt most comfortable with. They
were then asked to lead with that foot in all subsequent trials. The kinematic data were collected using
the same system described previously (see Chapter 2), except that a digitising wand (C-Motion, Inc.,
Germantown, MD, USA) determined virtual landmarks at the anterior inferior point of each shoe (shoe-tip),
and also determined the tread edge of the raised walkway. All measurements, including 19 trials (five-step
appearance variables with three repetitions each, plus four ‘dummy’ trials),were captured within a 1.5-hour
time period.
Data analysis
Labelling and gap filling of marker trajectories were undertaken within Vicon Nexus and the resultant C3D
files were then uploaded to Visual 3D for further analysis. Marker trajectory data were filtered using a
fourth-order, zero-lag Butterworth filter with a 6-Hz cut-off. Instants of foot touchdown and foot-off in
each trial were determined using marker-based event detection algorithms (see Appendix 1).60 The
following variables were then exported:
l Penultimate and final foot placements: the horizontal distance from the leading limb’s (penultimate) or
trailing limb’s (final) shoe tip to the edge of the bottom stair or edge of the raised walkway when the
foot was placed on the ground during approach (see Figure 14).
l Vertical toe clearance: the vertical distance from the leading limb’s shoe-tip to the edge of the raised
walkway as the leading limb passed over it (swing phase; see Figure 14).
l Ascent duration: walkway ascent duration was determined from the instant of leading limb foot-off
prior to stepping over the edge of the raised walkway to the instant of the leading limb’s touch-down
on the raised walkway.60
In addition, to determine whether or not the H-V illusions may have disrupted balance owing to a
mismatch of information from the visual and somatosensory systems, the variation in mediolateral
displacement of the swing-limb foot and trunk during single-limb support were assessed.
All variables were analysed using a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with illusion (plain, abutting,
spatial frequency four cycles per step, spatial frequency 12 cycles per step, spatial frequency 20 cycles
per step) and repetition (three trials) as repeated factors.
Results
Vertical toe clearance was significantly increased by the H–V illusions [F(4,40)= 13.74, p-value < 0.0001]
(Figure 16). There was an increase in vertical toe clearance for each H–V illusion in comparison with plain
and abutting (post hoc; p-value < 0.0007 and p-value < 0.004 respectively). There were no statistically
significant differences between each H–V illusion, or between plain and abutting conditions (p-value
> 0.05). Between-subject variability was reduced for the 12 cycles per step spatial frequency illusion
(SD 1.9 cm) in comparison with the four cycles per step spatial frequency illusion (SD 2.5 cm) and the
20 cycles per step spatial frequency illusion (SD 2.4 cm), although differences in within-subject variability
did not reach statistical significance (p-value= 0.41).
The presence of the H–V illusions did not appear to disrupt other aspects of the gait cycle. The H–V
illusions had no statistically significant effect on penultimate or final foot placement and step ascent
negotiation time (p-value > 0.05) or mediolateral displacement of the foot and trunk during single-limb
support (p-value > 0.05). There were also no statistically significant differences for within-subject variability
across all dependent variables (p-value > 0.05).
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Discussion
All three H–V illusions led to highly statistically significant increases in vertical toe clearance of the walkway
edge from approximately 7.04 cm to 8.48 cm (20% increase) for the four cycles per step and 12 cycles per
step spatial frequency illusions and to 8.93 cm (27% increase) for the 20 cycles per step spatial frequency
illusion. The increases in toe clearance are much larger than those found in the pilot study of 0.52 cm
(3.4% increase) and this is most likely to be the result of the multifactorial nature of the illusory effect used
in the pilot study (see Figure 8), in which the effects of the Helmholtz square illusion, which are probably
included in the H–V illusion used in that study, resulted in objects appearing to expand in a direction
orthogonal to the striped texture within them and the opposite effect to that which we attempted to
create.55 The level of toe clearance increase at 1.4–1.9 cm in the current study may seem small, but,
given that these represent 20%+ levels of increase and dangerous levels of toe clearance are reported
when they are within 0.5 cm of the step edge,36 these figures actually represent relatively large changes
in adaptive gait. They certainly suggest that the use of this illusion on surface-level changes such as kerbs
would lead to increased foot clearances and much less chance of tripping.
There was no indication that the H–V illusions lead to changes in other measures of adaptive gait, and
there was no change in penultimate or final foot placement, step ascent negotiation time or within-subject
variability across all dependent variables. In addition, the mismatch of information from the ‘tricked’
visual system and the somatosensory system did not appear to cause any problems, with no statistically
significant mediolateral displacement of the foot and trunk during single-limb support for example. It is
possible, that such effects may be seen with a multiple step system, but there did not appear to be any
problems with the one-step walkway used in this study.
In terms of which spatial frequency illusion to take forward into future studies, it may be that the 12 cycles
per step spatial frequency illusion is preferred. The four cycles per step and 12 cycles per step spatial frequency
illusions, providing 20% increases in toe clearance, are preferred to the 20 cycles per step spatial frequency illusion
(27% increase) for further study as the larger increased toe clearance has more potential to provide mismatches
with the information from the somatosensory system that could potentially disrupt the balance and gait controls
systems. In addition, there may be an advantage that the 12 cycles per step illusion would be seen by more visually
impaired people given that when it is viewed from two walking steps away it would require a lower resolution
(≈1.80 logMAR, Snellen score of 6/380) compared with the 20 cycles per step illusion (1.60 logMAR, Snellen
score of 6/240). The 12 cycles per step spatial frequency illusion may be preferred to the four cycles per step
illusion given the reduced intersubject variability in vertical toe clearance (SD 1.9 cm compared with SD 2.5 cm,
respectively; a 24% decrease), plus the apparent lack of an effect for the four cycles per step illusion for a small
number of participants in the psychophysical experiments.
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FIGURE 16 Vertical toe clearance (VTC) was significantly increased by each H–V illusion in comparison to the plain
and abutting visual conditions. Spfr4, four cycles per step spatial frequency; spfr12, 12 cycles per step spatial
frequency; spfr20, 20 cycles per step spatial frequency.
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Experiment 6: the effect of a horizontal–vertical illusion on
multiple step ascent
In this experiment, we assessed the value of a H–V illusion in terms of its ability to increase foot clearance over
the edge of individual steps on a three-step stairway. A three-step stairway was used as it allowed us to assess
adaptive gait without a safety harness (which can influence the gait cycle) as long as other safety precautions
were made. The H–V illusion used had the same horizontal component of a 5.5-cm, black, high-contrast edge
highlighter (see Chapter 2). In addition, we used black, high-contrast vertical stripes of 12 cycles per step on
the step riser to complete the illusion, as suggested by the results of experiment 5. Because falls on stairways
typically occur on the bottom or top few steps, the illusion was positioned on the bottom step only in
one condition, the top step only in another and on both the top and bottom steps in a third condition. The
control condition included a plain stairway apart from the horizontal 5.5-cm, black, high-contrast edge
highlighter, which was found to be the safest condition for stair descent in experiments 1, 2 and 3. The
‘bottom step only’ and ‘top step only’ conditions were used to give as much information about whether the
illusions would change adaptive gait in the steps leading to the illusion or those after the illusion. We also
wished to determine if the mismatch of information from the ‘tricked’ visual system and the somatosensory
system would cause any problems to adaptive gait and safety.
Participants
Fourteen participants were randomly recruited from the same pool as described previously (see Chapter 2),
and we used the same inclusion and exclusion criteria. Some of the participants from Chapter 2 experiments
participated again, although they must have completed those experiments more than 3 months previously.
There were nine females, with characteristics as follows: age (mean 69 years, SD 7 years), height (mean
1.66m, SD 0.09m), mass (mean 68.8 kg, SD 14.3 kg) and binocular visual acuity (mean –0.08, SD 0.07
logMAR; Snellen scale equivalent 6/5, decimal 1.2).
Experimental details
The tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were observed, the experiments gained institutional ethical
approval and all participants gave written, informed consent.54 Visual acuity and contrast sensitivity was
measured as previously described (see Chapter 2). A three-step stairway was used, which was 1m wide,
with the top step consisting of a landing area measuring 1.5m long (Figure 17). Each tread/going
measured 28.5 cm and the step risers ranged between 16.7 cm and 17.5 cm.
Ground
Stair landing
(I) Final foot
placement
17.5 cm
17 cm
16.7 cm
28.5 cm
28.5 cm
(III) Vertical
foot clearance – 
middle step
(I)
(III)
(IV) Vertical
foot clearance – 
top step
(IV)
(II) Vertical
foot clearance – 
bottom step
(II)
1.5 m
FIGURE 17 Dimensions of the stairs used in experiment 6. The gait parameters assessed are shown in the respective
parts of the figure.
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The stairs, including step treads and risers, were all painted a uniform grey colour and a 95-cm-high handrail
was attached to the left side of the stairs (as viewed during ascent), and crash mats were positioned on the
right side of the stairway. In addition, an assistant was always present next to the stairway during all trials to
help steady a participant should they stumble or trip (this did not occur across any of the trials and none of the
participants used the handrail at any time). Adaptive gait parameters were assessed as subjects took three
walking paces before ascending the three-step stairway. The step conditions assessed were:
1. plain with an abutting 5.5-cm, high-contrast, black step edge highlighter on each tread edge (control
condition, Figure 18a)
2. plain with an abutting 5.5-cm, high-contrast, black step edge highlighter on each tread edge plus the
H–V illusion superimposed onto the bottom step riser (the first step, Figure 18b)
3. plain with an abutting 5.5-cm, high-contrast, black step edge highlighter on each tread edge plus the
H–V illusion superimposed onto the top step riser (the last step, Figure 18c)
4. plain with an abutting 5.5-cm, high-contrast, black step edge highlighter on each tread edge plus the
H–V illusion superimposed onto the bottom and top step risers simultaneously (Figure 18d).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIGURE 18 Four visual conditions were provided in experiment 6. (a) Abutting: 5.5-cm edge highlighter placed
flush with the leading tread edge; (b) H–V illusion superimposed on the bottom step riser only; (c) H–V illusion
superimposed on the top step riser only; and (d) H–V illusion superimposed on the bottom and top step riser.
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The H–V illusion consisted of black vertical gratings of 12 cycles per step (see Figure 15) on the step riser plus
the 5.5-cm black tread edge highlighter previously described (see Chapter 2). The mean Weber contrast of the
black strips against the grey tread background was 95% (luminance measured with a CS-100 Chroma meter),
and the laboratory was well lit with an ambient illuminance of 400 lux. Each of the four step conditions
was repeated three times and the 12 trials were presented in a randomised order. Several strategies were
used to attempt to counter possible increase in reliance on somatosensory information, as described
previously (see Chapter 2).59 Participants were asked to wear their own, comfortable, flat-soled shoes and were
allowed to lead with whichever foot they felt most comfortable with; they were then asked to lead with that
foot in all subsequent trials. The kinematic data were collected using the same system described previously
(see Chapter 2), except that a digitising wand determined virtual landmarks at the anterior inferior and
posterior inferior point of each shoe (shoe tip/heel tip), and also determined the tread edge for each stair.
All measurements, including 15 trials, were made within a 1.0-hour time period.
Data analysis
Labelling and gap filling of marker trajectories were undertaken within Vicon Nexus and the resultant
C3D files were then uploaded to Visual 3D for further analysis. Marker trajectory data were filtered using
a fourth-order, zero-lag Butterworth filter with a 6-Hz cut-off. Instants of foot touchdown and foot-off in
each trial were determined using marker-based event detection algorithms (see Appendix 1).60 The
following variables were then exported for each step (bottom, middle and top):
l Penultimate and final foot placements: the horizontal distance from the leading limb (penultimate) or
trailing limb (final) shoe tip to the edge of the bottom stair edge when the foot was placed on the
ground during approach (see Figure 17).
l Vertical toe clearance: the vertical distance from the leading-limb shoe tip to the edge of the bottom/
middle/top step as the leading limb passed over it (swing phase; see Figure 17).
The following variables were chosen to determine whether or not any changes in adaptive gait owing to
the H–V illusion lead to increases in instability:
l Ascent duration: walkway ascent duration was determined from the instant of leading limb foot-off
prior to stepping over the bottom step of the stairs to the instant of leading limb touch-down on the
landing of the stairs.60
l Single-limb support: single-limb support was defined from the instant of leading limb foot-off prior to
stepping to the instant of leading limb touch-down on the raised walkway or step above.
l Variability in mediolateral displacement of the foot: the variation in mediolateral leading limb foot
displacement during single-limb support on the trailing limb for single-step ascent. Variation in
mediolateral leading limb foot displacement during single-limb support on the ground, bottom and
middle step for three-step ascent.
l Variability in mediolateral displacement of the trunk: the variation in mediolateral trunk displacement
during single-limb support on the trailing limb for single-step ascent. The variation in mediolateral trunk
displacement during single-limb support on the ground, bottom and middle step for three-step ascent.
Data were analysed using a random-effects regression model with maximum likelihood estimating, using
Stata Release 13.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA). Owing to the exploratory nature of the study,
a ‘type I’ error adjustment of the alpha level was not deemed necessary and the level of significance
was set at a p-value of < 0.05. Factors of interest were incorporated sequentially and their statistical
significance were tested using a likelihood ratio (LR) test. Factors with a p-value of < 0.1 were provisionally
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retained, whereas those above 0.1 were dropped. The final model adopted was the most parsimonious
one that was felt to explain the data adequately. The p-values quoted in the text of the paper are those
associated with the specific terms in the final regression model, which were:
1. step appearance: a fixed factor with four levels: plain (the control condition), or the H–V illusion placed
on the top and bottom steps, bottom step only, or top step only
2. step position: a fixed factor with three levels, (bottom, middle and top step)
3. repetition: a fixed factor with three levels, (trials 1, 2 and 3).
Results
Vertical toe clearance data for each visual condition and for each step are shown in Figure 19. Vertical toe
clearances varied with the four different appearances of the steps for the bottom [LR χ2= 53.6, degrees
of freedom (df)= 3; p-value < 0.0001] and top steps (LR χ2= 41.0, df= 3; p-value < 0.0001), but were the
same for the middle step (LR χ2= 1.4, df= 3; p-value= 0.71). For the bottom step, vertical toe clearance
was increased when the illusion was placed on the bottom step only (z-value= 4.2; p-value < 0.0001) or
on both the top and bottom step (z-value= 4.9; p-value < 0.0001), but was similar to the control (showing
a trend to be slightly reduced) (z-value= –1.9; p-value= 0.063) when on the top step only. For the top
step, vertical toe clearance was increased when the illusion was placed on the top step only (z-value= 5.3;
p-value < 0.0001) or on both the top and bottom step (z-value= 4.2; p-value < 0.0001), but was similar
to the control (z-value= –0.1; p-value= 0.92) when on the bottom step only.
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FIGURE 19 Box-and-whisker plot of vertical toe clearance data for each visual condition. 1, control condition with
horizontal step edge highlighter on step tread only; 2, illusion on top and bottom steps; 3, illusion on bottom step
only; and 4, illusion on top step only (for bottom, middle and top step).
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The most parsimonious model for vertical toe clearance (LR χ2= 313.8, df= 17; p-value < 0.0001)
indicated statistically significant effects of step number, appearance and repetition, with statistically
significant interaction terms of step × appearance and step × repetition. The full model is displayed below.
Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Obs per group: min =        36
avg =      36.0
max =        36
LR chi2(17)        =    313.75
Log likelihood  = -755.03775                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
vtc_cm |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
--------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
_Istep_2 | -1.748214   .2724069 -6.42   0.000 -2.282122 -1.214307
_Istep_3 | -1.641667   .2724069 -6.03   0.000 -2.175574 -1.107759
_Icondition_2 |   1.180952   .2224193     5.31   0.000     .7450186    1.616886
_Icondition_3 |   1.011905   .2224193     4.55   0.000     .5759709    1.447839
_Icondition_4 | -.4476191   .2224193 -2.01   0.044 -.883553 -.0116853
_IsteXcon_2_2 | -1.309524   .3145484 -4.16   0.000 -1.926027 -.6930202
_IsteXcon_2_3 | -1.195238   .3145484 -3.80   0.000 -1.811742 -.5787345
_IsteXcon_2_4 |   .3119049   .3145484 0.99   0.321 -.3045987    .9284084
_IsteXcon_3_2 | -.3666668   .3145484 -1.17   0.244 -.9831703    .2498368
_IsteXcon_3_3 | -1.030952   .3145484 -3.28   0.001 -1.647456 -.4144488
_IsteXcon_3_4 |   1.485714   .3145484     4.72   0.000 .8692108    2.102218
_Istep_2 |          0  (omitted)
_Istep_3 |          0  (omitted)
_Irepetitio_2 | -1.153571   .1926208 -5.99   0.000 -1.531101 -.7760417
_Irepetitio_3 | -1.648214   .1926208 -8.56   0.000 -2.025744 -1.270684
_IsteXrep_2_2 |   .8017857   .2724069     2.94   0.003      .267878    1.335693
_IsteXrep_2_3 |   1.057143   .2724069     3.88   0.000     .5232351    1.591051
_IsteXrep_3_2 |   .9303571   .2724069     3.42   0.001     .3964494    1.464265
_IsteXrep_3_3 |   1.008929   .2724069     3.70   0.000     .4750208    1.542836
_cons |   7.224405   .4369677    16.53   0.000     6.367964    8.080846
There was no statistically significant appearance × repetition effect (LR χ2= 2.1, df= 6; p-value= 0.91).
Vertical toe clearance was significantly reduced on the middle [–1.75 cm, standard error (SE) 0.27 cm;
z-value= –6.4; p-value < 0.001] and top steps (–1.64 cm, SE 0.27 cm; z-value= –6.0; p-value < 0.0001)
compared with the bottom step across all conditions.
Penultimate and final foot placements were unaffected by step appearance or repetition (LR χ2= 3.1,
df= 5; p-value= 0.68; LR χ2= 3.9; p-value= 0.56). All measures of potentially increased instability did
not change with step appearance. Single-limb support (LR χ2= 4.0, df= 3; p-value= 0.26), ascent duration
(LR χ2= 5.3, df= 3; p-value= 0.15), medial–lateral variability of foot movement (LR χ2= 2.7, df= 3;
p-value= 0.44), medial–lateral variability of trunk movement (LR χ2= 0.7, df= 3; p-value= 0.86),
cumulative distance of the foot (LR χ2= 2.9, df= 3; p-value= 0.41) and cumulative distance of the trunk
(LR χ2= 2.2, df= 3; p-value= 0.53) did not show any change with the appearance of the steps. The
variability of vertical toe clearance is shown in Figure 19. Inspection of the box plot suggests that there
was no systematic difference in variation across steps and conditions. Inspection of the box plots for
penultimate foot position, final foot position, single-limb support, ascent duration, medial–lateral variability
of foot movement, medial–lateral variability of trunk movement, cumulative distance of the foot and
cumulative distance of the trunk all showed no systematic difference in variation across steps and conditions.
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Discussion
The H–V illusions led to highly statistically significant increases in vertical toe clearance of the pertinent
step edge, with average increases of 1.0 cm representing an increase of 17.5% over the control step mean
toe clearance of 5.8 cm. Despite these increases in vertical toe clearance with the illusions on the bottom
only, top only or top and bottom steps, there were no changes in vertical toe clearance for the middle
step, which remained at about 5.0 cm for all visual illusion conditions. Thus, with the illusion on the
bottom step only, vertical toe clearance increased over the bottom step to 7.3 cm (SD 1.6 cm) [control
6.3 cm (SD 2.1 cm)], yet returned to near control values of 5.0 cm (1.3 cm) and 5.3 cm (1.9 cm) for the
middle and top steps [control 5.2 cm (SD 1.4 cm) and 5.3 cm (SD 2.0 cm)]. This provided an effect size of
0.48 [(7.3 – 6.3)/2.1]. With the illusion on the top step only, vertical toe clearance was similar to control
values at 5.8 cm (SD 1.9 cm) and 5.0 cm (SD 1.4 cm) for the bottom and middle steps [control 6.3 cm
(SD 2.1 cm) and 5.2 cm (SD 1.4 cm)], but then increased over the top step to 6.3 cm (SD 1.9 cm) (control
5.3 cm, SD 2.0 cm). This provided an effect size of 0.53 [(6.3 – 5.3)/1.9]. With the illusion on both the
bottom and top steps, vertical toe clearance was increased over the bottom step [7.5 cm (SD 1.9 cm) vs.
6.3 cm (SD 2.1 cm) control], then returned to near control levels of vertical toe clearance of 5.0 cm
(SD 1.4 cm) [control 5.2 cm (SD 1.4 cm)], then increased again over the top step to 6.1 cm (SD 1.9 cm)
[control 5.3 cm (SD 2.0 cm)]. These provide effect sizes of 0.57 [(7.5 – 6.3)/2.1] for the bottom step, which
is reduced to 0.40 [(6.1 – 5.3/2.0] for the top step.
There was a statistically significant repetition effect during the study, with vertical toe clearance becoming
smaller with increased repetition, despite several aspects of the study design being aimed at reducing
this effect. This is probably caused by the increased familiarity with the step heights provided by the
somatosensory system leading to reduced vertical toe clearance to conserve energy and, to some degree,
this is unavoidable in these adaptive gait studies. Certainly, the repetition effect did not obscure the effect
of the H–V illusions on vertical toe clearance, which was relatively large. As previously discussed, the
level of toe clearance increase at 1.0 cm in the current study represents a 17.5% level of increase and
dangerous levels of toe clearance are reported when they are within 0.5 cm of the step edge,36 so that
these figures actually represent relatively large changes in adaptive gait. They certainly suggest that the use
of this illusion on stairways could lead to increased foot clearances and much less chance of tripping.
There was no indication that the H–V illusions lead to changes in other measures of adaptive gait and there
was no change in penultimate or final foot placement, step ascent duration or within-subject variability across
all dependent variables. In addition, the mismatch of information from the ‘tricked’ visual system and the
somatosensory system did not appear to cause any problems, with no statistically significant mediolateral
displacement of the foot and trunk during single-limb support for example. This suggests that the addition
of the illusions to the steps does not appear to have in any way caused unsafe gait adaptations.
The results are very positive as they indicate that these relatively simple modifications to step appearance can
significantly increase foot clearance over step edges during stair ascent by about 1.0 cm (≈17.5%), which
could possibly make the difference between clearing a step edge or hitting it and potentially tripping. In
addition, there appeared to be no other changes in significant aspects of adaptive gait plus no obvious
indication of problems caused by different inputs from the somatosensory system and the ‘tricked’ visual
system. Given that falls typically occur on the first and last few steps of a stairway, the use of the H–V illusion
on the top and bottom step or steps seems the most useful.
Limitations of the study include the small sample size (although the very clear effect of the illusion has
somewhat overcome this), the fact that the study only used a three-step stairway, whereas most stairways
include significantly more steps, and that all participants were fit and healthy older adults, whereas most
fallers are frail with several risk factors for falls. Although the results are very encouraging, to determine
whether or not the illusions actually prevent falls on stairways, an assessment of falls rate on stairways
with and without the illusions would need to be performed.
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Chapter 4 Overall discussion
In this series of studies we investigated whether or not modifications to the appearance of steps andstairs could help make them safer for older people to negotiate. This overall discussion chapter will
summarise the results from all six studies, highlight the differences in the studies reported to those
described in the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) grant protocol, highlight the limitations of
the studies and make recommendations for further research.
Summary of the surface-level change and staircase
descent studies
We assessed the usefulness of a step edge highlighter and its position relative to the edge of a surface-level
change or each tread of a three-step staircase in Chapter 2. In two experiments, older participants showed no
differences in their gait between descending the surface-level change or the staircase when they appeared
with a plain surface or with a high-contrast, 5.5-cm-wide horizontal strip along the surface or stair tread edge.
We assumed that this was attributable to the very good vision of all participants, which allowed them to see
the edges of the surface or each stair without the need for a step edge highlighter, and these findings are
similar to previous studies.35,53 In experiment 2, we investigated stair descent in young adult participants with
simulated visual impairment and found that when participants had difficulty seeing each stair edge, there was
uncertainty in determining the exact location of the top/first stair tread edge when there was no edge
highlighter present. There was also an increased risk of tripping in the plain condition, as evidenced by the
high number of trials in which participants caught their heel (15% of trials), or where horizontal heel clearance
fell below 5mm (7.5%). Of course, these findings are from young adults with induced ‘acute’ visual
impairment and may not be representative of how older people with ‘chronic’ visual impairment, who may
have adapted to their condition, may fare. Although it seems unlikely, older visually impaired people may find
no benefit to their gait control from having step edge highlighters present on surface-level changes, kerbs and
stairs and this needs further investigation.
What seems to be clear from all three experiments is that if step edge highlighters are used, their position is
important. With edge highlighters set 1 cm or 3 cm back from the surface or stair tread edge, the participants
changed their gait as though they thought that the border of the edge highlighter was the surface or stair tread
edge. This led to a number of very low heel clearances (< 5mm) and heel scuffs increased when the step edge
highlighter was placed away from the edge, even in participants with good vision. Indeed, in experiment 2, in
which we assessed stair descent in young adults with simulated visual impairment, measurements of gait safety
were improved from the plain condition if the edge highlighter abutted each stair edge, but gait safety was
similar to the plain condition when the edge highlighter was placed 3 cm away from each stair tread edge
(see Table 2). Current guidelines suggest that edge highlighters should be at or close to the step edge. In the
UK, stair nosings (referring to a shield that covers the edge of a step or stair tread) should be 5.5 cm wide on
both tread and riser with a luminance contrast of at least 30% compared with the rest of the step (UK Building
Regulations).50 In Australia, the recommended edge highlighters are 5.0–7.5 cm wide with 30% luminance
contrast and should not be set back more than 1.5 cm from the nosing (Australian Standard 1428)52 and in the
USA, recommendations include adding a single-contrast strip of 2.5–3.8 cm (1–1.5 inches) wide that is mounted
flush with the surface and placed close to the edge of the step.44 However, the results of Chapter 2 suggest that
the safest position for step edge highlighters should be flush with the surface or stair tread edge and allowing it
to be set back 1.5 cm or set close to the surface/stair edge (and ‘close’ is obviously open to interpretation) does
not appear to have any logical rationale. There are plenty of examples where ‘step edge’ highlighters are set
back from the step edge. Figure 1 shows a friction strip set 3 cm back from the tread edge of stairs that are
regularly used by thousands of people in a public building. The New York Times recently published a very useful
article about falls in older people67 that included several excellent video clips of how everyday objects look to
older people with poor vision. The carpeted stairs used in one video clip have a white stripe added for increased
visibility on the top and bottom stairs, but this is clearly set back 1.5–2.0 cm from the tread edge. We suggest
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that building recommendations and regulations should be clear that step edge highlighters should be placed
flush with the surface or tread edge and not ‘close’ or near to it (or that ‘close’ or ‘near’ are defined as ‘as close
as possible to the tread edge and at most 1 cm away’).
Summary of the step ascent studies
A safety precaution that is commonly used during stair ascent when vision is impaired is to increase foot
clearance to avoid tripping. In another series of experiments described in Chapter 3, we investigated the
usefulness of several versions of the H–V illusion to make the perceived appearance of stair risers look taller
so that participants might increase foot clearance over the stair edge. The H–V illusion was provided by a
horizontal edge highlighter on the tread (as used in the stair descent studies discussed in Summary of the
surface-level change and staircase descent studies) and vertical stripes on the stair risers. A psychophysical
(experiment 4) and a gait analysis study (experiment 5) determined the optimum parameters for the
H–V illusion, with the horizontal stripe on the tread edge being 5.5 cm (the same as UK Building Regulations)
and situated abutting the tread edge (so that it can be used as an ideal step edge highlighter in stair
descent as determined in Chapter 2) and the thickness of both the black and white vertical stripes being
4.2 cm each (producing 12 black stripes and 12 white stripes on each 1m stair riser). When this optimised
illusion was positioned on the bottom and top steps of a three-step stairway (most falls on stairs occur on the
first and last steps) it was found to increase vertical toe clearance significantly, without causing an increase in
clearance variability and/or a change in body centre of mass balance or stability when negotiating the stairway.
The results suggest that using the optimised H–V illusion superimposed on step/stair risers may be a useful
modification on a raised walkway (e.g. kerbs) and/or the first and last steps of stairways to help avoid trips and
falls during walkway/stair ascent. Visual illusions, such as the H–V illusion, are processed in the visual cortex of
the brain so are unlikely to be affected by common age-related ocular diseases such as cataract, macular
degeneration and glaucoma, although they could be affected by dementia and other conditions affecting the
visual cortex. However, even if the illusion does not work with some older people so that the step/stair riser
does not appear taller than it actually is, the stripes on the stair riser and horizontal edge highlighter on the
stair tread will still provide additional visual information (compared with a plain step) about the stair edge’s
position and height. Future work is discussed in Recommendations for further work.
Amendments to the National Institute for Health Research
grant protocol
Experiments 1, 3, 5 and 6 described here were as described in the grant protocol (although numbered as
experiments 1, 2, 4 and 5 in the protocol), except for the use of a non-instrumented, custom-built, three-step
stairway rather than the planned use of an Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc. [(AMTI) Watertown, MA,
USA] three-step system and use of slightly smaller sample sizes than planned. After using the AMTI three-step
system in another laboratory (Clinical Gait Analysis Service, University of Salford, Salford, UK) and discussing
its pros (force-plate data on all three steps) and cons (difficult to change the going and riser dimensions), plus
assessing our movement laboratory set-up and its sensitivity and reliability, we determined that a more sensible
approach was to use our existing three-step staircase (used as part of the pilot study) but improve the
functionality and reliability of our camera system by acquiring additional cameras. For the same cost as an
AMTI three-step system, two additional Vicon MX cameras were purchased and their incorporation into our
existing set-up reduced the number of times/instances that motion-capture markers were undetected (unseen)
during data collection. This can occur when markers go outside a camera’s field of view because limb
movements either occlude the view of a marker located on another limb or body segment, or move the limb
to a position where it becomes difficult for cameras to see certain markers. The two additional cameras were
used to focus directly on the stairway during data capture, and ensured that markers that may have previously
been occluded owing to limb movements or insufficient camera coverage could be tracked successfully. The
decision not to use an AMTI three-step system meant that vertical ground reaction forces (provided by the
AMTI system) could not be used to determine gait events such as touchdown and foot-off during stair
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ambulation. These events are typically used to calculate the periods of the stance and swing phases of gait,
which are important spatiotemporal parameters. Hence, without having ground reaction force data we had
to devise a reliable method of determining instants of touchdown and foot-off from the motion capture data
we would collect. Using previously collected data using a force instrumented staircase (collected in another
laboratory), touch-down and foot-off events determined from the vertical ground reaction forces were
compared with the same events determined using algorithms based on analysing segmental kinematics. These
algorithms were developed (by ourselves) within Visual 3D software. The results indicated good agreement
between touch-down and foot-off events for both stair descent and stair ascent, determined using the ground
reaction forces and the newly defined event detection algorithms, indicating that these algorithms can be used
in future testing protocols when force plates are unavailable and particularly for all stair negotiation protocols
conducted in our laboratory. These findings were published in the journal Gait & Posture60 as they could be
of value to other researchers who use non-instrumented stairways. Because of improved functionality and
reliability of the motion-capture set-up provided by increasing the number of cameras from 8 to 10, plus the
validity of using the newly developed event detection algorithms (see Appendix 1),60 the sample sizes needed
for each experiment were slightly reduced. The results of our initial experiment supported the decision to use
smaller sample sizes, although we note that with smaller sizes there is less confidence about estimates
(i.e. less precision). The above rationale and the change in experimental set-up were agreed with NIHR prior
to conducting our planned experiments.
Experiment 2 was an additional experiment and not described in the NIHR grant protocol, but seemed a
very useful addition to guide future work. The use of young adults with simulated visual impairment meant
that the experiment could be conducted under the general ethical approval provided to the laboratory and
did not need additional ethical approval (unlike the recruitment of visually impaired patients, which would
have necessitated obtaining NHS ethical approval). In addition, we conducted pilot work on ourselves
(age range 25–55 years) and found that inducing visual impairment had a profound effect on our gait
when negotiating the laboratory staircase, which would have meant that if we recruited elderly visually
impaired patients we would have had to use a safety harness system. Setting-up a harness system would
have probably delayed the research, as well as changed participants’ gaits because it would hinder normal
movement. Young adults were readily available and the visual impairment simulation was available from
previous studies. As such, we were able to run the experiment quickly, alongside other experiments
and within the 2-year period of the grant.
Experiment 4’s psychophysical experiments were used to determine some of the parameters needed
for the H–V illusion, and the approach differed from that described in the NIHR grant protocol as
experiment 3. In the grant protocol, we indicated that we would use a visuomotor-based assessment of
perceived step height by asking participants to raise their foot to the approximate height of a single step.
A number of such measurements were undertaken to determine if perceived step height would be
affected by the H–V illusion. Unfortunately, this measurement approach did not work well, returning
relatively large and unacceptable measurement variability. Hence, we decided that we would be able to
determine the appropriate parameters for the H–V illusion better using psychophysical methods; an
experiment type for which Professor Whitaker has great experience. Given that psychophysical methods
are lengthy and somewhat difficult for naive participants, and because we did not suspect a significant
age effect for the H–V illusion, we recruited staff and postgraduate students for these experiments, rather
than older participants.
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Study limitations
Limitations of the studies include the following:
1. It would be ideal to assess whether or not these modifications to stair appearance actually reduce falls
on stairs. This is the next step in the research process and is discussed in the following section. In the
studies described here, we have assessed adaptations in gait and made assumptions from previous
research about what constitutes safe and unsafe gait adaptations.34–36,38–43 Of course, these assumptions
could be incorrect. For example, increasing toe clearance is widely used as a safety precaution during
step ascent and this gait adaptation makes sense if the position of the step edge cannot be judged
precisely as a result of poor vision.36,38–42,46 In addition, slowing gait means that a trip is less likely to
become a fall68 and so it makes sense for a person to slow gait if they are unsure of their physical
surroundings. However, these two adaptations can increase single support time (the time during the
stepping process when the body is supported on one foot), which is potentially dangerous and can
lead to increases in medial–lateral instability.43 A compromise appears to be needed.
2. The number of steps on the stairs could have been increased to replicate more representative real-world
stair negotiation. However, most gait labs that use a step stairway system with seven or more steps use
harnesses for safety reasons,35 and those harnesses can alter participants’ gaits. Pilot work with fit and
healthy older people indicated that our three-step system with a handrail (and crash mats on the floor)
was perfectly safe, but we did not feel confident about using step stairways with seven or more steps
without using a harness system and felt that the drawbacks of using a harness system outweighed
the usefulness of a stairway of seven or more steps.
3. Somatosensory feedback from repeated measurements is a common complication of adaptive gait
studies.59,64 As soon as a participant places one foot on a step tread, they gain somatosensory
information from plantar-receptors in the feet and/or joint-receptors of the lower limb about the height
of the step. The more repetitions performed, the greater the potential effect this can have. This could
limit the importance of vision to the adaptive gait process as we have found in previous studies.59
Of course, one could argue that this must occur in real life situations and that is correct. However, it is
on the first or last steps of a stairway when most falls occur and this is when vision is most used in
step negotiation. We tried to limit this ‘repetition’ or ‘somatosensory’ effect by manipulating a number
of aspects of the experiments based on our experience in previous studies (see Chapter 2, General
protocol). Alternatively, we could have limited the number of repetitions to one, but this would have
required a significant increase in participant numbers to provide the same effect sizes as those found
using repeated trials. There are obvious ethical (and small cost) issues with over-recruitment, and given
that we have developed strategies that have allowed us to minimise the repetition effect,59 we feel that
the three- or five-repetition strategy used here is preferable. The outcome of the main studies, which
showed highly significant effects, suggests that this strategy was appropriate.
4. Participant numbers were relatively small and all participants were fit and healthy older adults, whereas
most fallers are frail with several risk factors for falls. The results may not thus be representative for the
typical older population who are likely to fall. It seems unlikely that increasing our sample sizes for any
of the experiments would have led to different conclusions; the main effects were relatively large (effect
sizes were approximately 1.0 for the effect of the position of the edge highlighter on horizontal heel
clearance in step descent and 0.50 for the effect of the H–V illusion on vertical toe clearance during
step ascent) and clinically relevant. However, although the results are very encouraging, to determine
whether or not the illusions actually prevent falls on stairways, an assessment of falls rate on stairways
with and without the illusions would need to be performed (see Recommendations for further work).
5. Experiment 2 used a simulation of visual impairment. Clearly, the results of the study may not be
representative of older people with real visual impairment who may have developed useful adaptations
over time. For example, in a previous study, we found that patients with macular degeneration seemed
to have developed a strategy of lifting their toes slightly when stepping over an obstacle (unlike
age-matched controls whose toes were angled slightly downwards), which may be a strategy to prevent
a potential ‘hit’ of an obstacle becoming a trip and subsequent fall.69 Again, this issue is discussed
further in Recommendations for further work.
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Recommendations for further work
The high prevalence and morbidity of falls in older people is highlighted in Chapter 1. Chapter 1 also
highlights the multifactorial nature of falls, which suggests that a large number of interventions targeting
different aspects of falls risk are likely needed. In this series of laboratory-based studies, analyses of gait on
stairs have suggested that edge highlighters (placed at the step edge) may improve safety during stair
descent and an optimised H–V illusion may improve safety in stair ascent. However, these studies are
clearly limited in that they assess gait (not falls) and inferences are made about falls based on a change in
gait safety. These gait studies could be repeated with participants who are visually impaired or frail older
patients (at greater risk of falls than our fit and healthy participants), but there are safety issues that make
these experiments difficult as discussed in Study limitations. In addition, replicating these studies with
such participants will still not answer the question of whether or not these stair appearance manipulations
actually reduce falls on stairs.
1. To follow up the current studies, what seems to be required is a study examining fall prevalence on
steps and stairs, perhaps in a public building(s), with and without these modifications in appearance.
Perhaps the study could be set up in a new build containing two sets of identical stairs with similar
flows of people, so that one set of stairs could have the appearance modifications added with the other
acting as a control condition. Alternatively, a stairway could be sourced that is known to cause
difficulties for older people and the modifications could be added, with fall prevalence accessed before
and after the addition. The stairways would need to be video-recorded and software developed that
could identify falls (and perhaps trips and near falls).
Modifying the appearance of steps and stairs is just one way that falls attributable to visual problems could be
reduced. Given that visual impairment is a well-known risk factor for falls4 and that the older population in the
UK includes many people with visual impairment that could be corrected with updated spectacles and cataract
surgery,70 more work is also needed to determine why these people are not getting their vision improved, as
well as what the best refractive correction to prescribe is and what type of spectacle is best.71
2. Low-powered addition multifocal lenses: the role of the spectacle type in falls needs further investigation
as, although it has been shown that providing distance single-vision spectacles to active long-term
multifocal wearers for outdoor use reduces fall rate, compliance with this intervention was poor and other
options need to be considered.72 A low addition multifocal lens could provide a useful option.71 The low
addition would give the reading section perfect focus at about 1m and sufficiently good vision of steps and
stairs to help avoid falls (typical multifocals provide perfect focus at about 30–40 cm, so they are ideal for
reading, but they provide a blurred and magnified view of the lower visual field, including the feet and
steps and stairs). The low power would also reduce the image jump provided in bifocal lenses and the
distortion in progressive or varifocal lenses.39,46,47,72 At the same time, the low addition would provide
sufficient ability to ‘spot read’ (wearers would be able to read most text for short periods of time: labels
on food in supermarkets, menus in restaurants, the time on their watch or mobile phone, etc.) so that they
would be more likely to be worn particularly when outside the home. Laboratory-based studies of these
low addition multifocals have suggested safer gait than with full powered lenses and a randomised
controlled trial (RCT) to determine fully their efficacy is the next obvious step.
3. Partially prescribed changes in refractive correction: a RCT hypothesising that improved refractive correction
would reduce falls surprisingly found the opposite result. Large changes in refractive correction may actually
increase falls.73 It has been suggested that this was attributable to relatively large changes in refractive
correction causing visual ‘swimming’ sensations because patients had not adapted their vestibuloocular
reflex to the change in spectacle magnification.71 Changes in spectacle magnification may also have caused
difficulties negotiating surface changes such as kerbs and stairs.74 This study led to suggestions that
clinicians should be conservative in their prescribing and only make relatively small changes in refractive
correction.71 Work is needed to determine whether or not partial correction of large changes in refractive
correction improve falls rates, and a RCT to assess such an approach seems the obvious next step.
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Appendix 1 New algorithms to determine
important stair-specific events
The study reported in Foster and colleagues,60 and summarised briefly below, provided evidence for theusefulness of new algorithms to determine important stair-specific event detection on non-instrumented
stairways. All references can be found in that publication. The findings allowed us to use a non-instrumented
stairway rather than purchase the AMTI three-step system as planned in the original grant application. Instead,
we purchased two additional Vicon MX cameras, which brought our system up to a 10-camera system. The
two additional cameras focus directly on the stairway during data capture and capture markers that had
previously been occluded owing to participant clothing or poor camera positioning. A secondary benefit of
improving data capture was the reduction of repeated trials required by elderly participants during testing
sessions. In this way, we were able to improve the reliability and sensitivity of our system and potentially
decrease the sample sizes required for our studies.
Many existing studies investigating stair ambulation have used non-instrumented staircases or partially
instrumented staircases (force plate located in only one of multiple steps). Using such staircases, other
methods of event detection are required to calculate important parameters such as stance and swing
phases. Although kinematic algorithms for overground gait exist, they are unlikely to be as accurate for
event detection when applied to stair ambulation because of the differences in segmental kinematics
between each mode of gait. There are no formal reports regarding the use of kinematically derived
algorithms for the detection of touchdown and foot-off in stair ambulation, and given the sparse use
and/or availability of force-instrumented staircases, such algorithms could have wide appeal.
Considering stair ambulation specifically, ascent and descent require completely different kinematic
strategies; thus, event detection algorithms used for stair descent are unlikely to be suitable for stair ascent
and vice versa. The present study introduces event detection algorithms defining touch-down and foot-off
based on segmental kinematics for both stair ascent and stair descent. The performance of these
algorithms was assessed by determining the agreement in kinematically derived touchdown and foot-off
events with those determined from ground reaction forces (i.e. gold-standard method). In addition, to
highlight the need for stair-specific event detection algorithms we compared the performance of the new
algorithms to that achieved when using existing kinematic overground gait event detection algorithms to
determine the same stair ambulation touchdown and foot-off events.
Details regarding the methods and results are provided in Foster and colleagues.60 The study formally introduced
and validated four event detection algorithms for detecting touchdown and foot-off during stair descent and
stair ascent using segmental kinematics. The results of the study revealed that use of these algorithms identified
touch-down and foot-off events with acceptable agreement compared with force-derived touch-down and
foot-off, and all performed better at detecting stair ambulation touch-down and foot-off events than existing
overground gait event detection algorithms did. These findings indicate that the new algorithms can be used
to detect touchdown and foot-off events in stair ambulation studies that use non-instrumented staircases.
Furthermore, these algorithms performed equally well in both younger and older adults and across differing
stair riser height conditions, suggesting that they can be used.
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Appendix 2 Public involvement in the research
We regularly use members of the public to help direct our research. A group of about 50 retired volunteersregularly act as volunteer patients for our undergraduate optometry students to perform eye exams and
this group is added to on a regular basis, particularly from the 200-strong Bradford Older People’s Forum.
Volunteers from these groups are regularly asked to help in pilot studies and focus groups (we are also involved
in questionnaire-based quality-of-life studies). For this particular series of studies, we asked several volunteers to
help determine the safety and feasibility of using a three-step system for step ascent and descent as most of our
previous adaptive gait experiments had mainly used one step.38,39,41–43 Other laboratories have used a multistep
stairway, but this has necessitated the use of a harness system to ensure participant safety,35,36 which can make
the experimental set-up less like using stairs in the ‘real world’. Given that one-third of accidents tend to occur
on the first or last step and 70% occur in the first three or last three steps,6,8 we considered the use of a
three-step system without safety harness for the proposed studies. The pilot study included 15 participants
(eight women, mean age 72.1 years, range 61–84 years) with a mean height of 1.70m (SD 0.1m), a mean
mass of 71.9 kg (SD 14.2 kg) and a mean timed-up-and-go score of 7.9 seconds (range 4.3–13.8 seconds).
The three-step stair had a 1.0m× 1.5m top landing, with a step width of 1.0m, step risers of 167mm, a step
going of 285mm and a pitch of 30.6° and was fitted with a handrail on the right-hand side of the stairs. All
participants found the task easy to perform and deemed it very safe, although an 84-year-old participant with
the highest timed-up-and-go test of 13.8 seconds descended the steps using a both-feet-on-each-step strategy.
The handrail did not seem to be necessary for the majority of the subjects and the only discussion about it was
to remind participants to use it. This was often followed by the subjects saying that they would not normally
hold a rail for such as a task. This may have been attributable to the good health of the participants recruited or
the relatively low number of steps, or a combination of the two. The majority of subjects felt that the three-step
ascent and descent used in the pilot was comparable to a three-step stair that they might find in the community
when shopping, etc. The biggest issue with the set-up lay in the protocol of the subjects always having to lead
with the same foot. This approach was used in previous one-step descent studies and made the analysis
somewhat easier. Some indicated that there was ‘too much thinking’ with this type of approach and that
‘it didn’t feel natural’. Therefore, to make the scenario as ‘real world’ as possible the data analysis system was
rewritten to cope with both right- and left-foot leads. In addition, the pilot study participants suggested that
they should not be forced to use the handrail in experiments, but that they should be informed that they could
use it if they wish. In addition, we felt that it would not have been appropriate to use participants who felt they
needed to use a both-feet-on-each-step strategy.
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